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Purpose of thesis. -- The purpose of this thesis
is to build for an eighth grade social studies class,
four units on the western hemisphere which will snow
the relationships and similarities in the growth of
the united States and the other nations in that part
of the world. Because it is the belief of many tea-
chers that in our present set-up there are far too
many repetitions in the choice of topics for study in
the social studies, it is the purpose of the author to
develop the following units from a different point of
view. Inasmuch as there have been many similar experi
ences in the growth of the nations of the western hemi
sphere, it is the aim of the author to suggest to the
pupils some of these similarities ana outstanding re-
lationships. Not only does she wish to point. out that
the United States has been a leader, but also to indi-
cate the leadership of the other nations.
Justification of problem.— It is hoped that in
this study the pupils will develop a greater apprecia-
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standing of the problems of all nations and a reali-
zation that there are similarities that make us not
so different as has often been thought. When v/e know
a people we understand them better; we are sympathetic
toward their problems; we begin to realize how much
we depend upon each other and we try to live together
cooperatively.
In recent years we have come to realize more and
more that the nations of the world iiave arrived at the
place where they cannot remain isolated nor hostile.
As one author writes —
/
it is now literally true to say that
ours is such an interdependent world that no
part of it can any longer dissociate itself from
the life and organization of other nations with-
out imperilling its own existence.”
This being the case, units developed with this point
of viev/ should, in some measure, give the pupils a back-
ground for their thinking ana a foundation upon which
to build, in the solving of the greater problems to
come
.
In a society whose needs are constantly growing
to include knowledges and understandings of a broader
nature, it is fitting that the social studies prepare
Ij Linaen — . Kander, ’’The Interdependence of Nations
and Individuals,” in Citizens For A New World
,
Four-
teenth Yearbook, National Council for the Social Stud-
ies, p.29.
-Jtifit'i i3 ziioUc. 11-; lo ameX^o-iq 9rfJ -0 .-iiuiir.e^a
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- i^x.r aaox^r&i-i loriXo lo noiXssinBg'io sjna erii
•'
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0 nxibo Ta^iclsai: tjiood’issl iild&i>x
the pupils for citizerxship in tliat society. For with
such modern means of communication and transportation
as the radio and air travel, the need for international
understandings has been intensified. We must respect
the ways of life of other peoples, and cooperate with
them in attempting to bring about a greater security
to the world.
if pupils have this knowledge and understanding,
then hatred and suspicion promoted through the medium
of the radio, the newspapers and other sources will not
have the effect on them that they would have on un-
informed groups. These pupils will be preparing for
world citizenship with a keener appreciation of, and
loyalty to their own national ideals, as v;eil as a sym-
pathetic understanding and appreciation of the ideals
of other nations.
In a democracy there are many freedoms, such as
freedom of the press and speech. Because there are
these freedoms, there is also the freedom to criticize
these democratic institutions. This is as it should
be, for improvement comes with criticism. However,
boys and girls who constantly hear criticism of these
institutions without an attempt to appreciate them,
very often have a warped sense of the meaning of demo-
cracy. It is important, therefore, that these children
riJxv; .\,0 8 aOOc.
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,'isv^vYo , •.exoiJx'io riX-W aen.oo Jnamavoiqxox 'lot ,©d
easxiJ'to xiaxciJiio issa ’'ilXnst a.xco oxiw ai-ila nas a^jod
,nioriX ajsxoo'iqqs ox JcwaJXn no..X ..w anoj-XxfX xXeni
-oixob to gxiini 6 i. axis to aa.xaa baq'xsw s ©vaxi fia^ 10 C'tQv
neniiXxxto aaoriX 3 sxiJ , a*iot 3 'xaxX3 , ^nfiX'ioqxnx el Xx .\0o'io
be taught to love and respect the democratic ideals of
our country. When they learn to do this, they can also
learn to appreciate and respect the democratic ideals
of other nations, even though in either case these
ideals may not always be achieved. However, the ideals
are there, and for boys and girls who must plan for the
future, a great deal can be accomplished throu^ the
proper presentation in the social studies program.
As citizens in a democracy, the chief task of all
is to live together successfully with the people of
our own country and with the people of the world. This
can be accomplished better when boys and girls learn
not only about the achievements and difficulties of
their own democracy but also those of other democracies.
Then, these future citizens will be able to withstand
the glorifying of other ways of life which seem more
colorful, more glamorous, and more nearly democratic,
because they are at a distance and their greater weak-
nesses nave not been presented. With these thoughts
in mind, the author has built the following units on
the western hemisphere.
Provision for individual differences.— Pupil
interest, as well as individual differences found to
exist among pupils, are provided for in the textbooks

of varying reaaing difficulty and content material,
and in the variety of optional relatea activities found
at the end of each unit assignment. These activities
provide for pupils of different mental acilities as
well as different degrees in the skills of drawing,
modeling and the making of dioramas.
Localization of Problem
School and community .-- The units have been pre-
pared for an eigiith grade in a small elementary school
of grades five through eight. There are between ninety
and one hundred pupils in the eighth grade and approxi-
mately three hundred pupils in the entire school. De-
partmental work is carried on in the seventh and eighth
grades with usually three classes in each grade. The
school is situated in a residential community of about
twenty five thousand inhabitants, the majority of whom,
earn their livelihood in Boston.
Pupil groups ,-- In the eighth grade the pupils
have been grouped homogenously according to their grade
standing on the Stanford Achievement Tests for Grade
Six, their I,‘^,'s on the Terman-McKemar tests and their
class records, particularly their English grades. A
pupil with an average I.^., wno shows unusual ability
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upper group with an enriched social studies program.
The middle group carries on the usual program with
little or no enrichiuent
,
while the lower group has a
program geared to their abilities. As the need arises
pupils are changed to groups that more nearly coincide
with their achievement and ability. By carrying on in
this manner, the school authorities feel that no child
is placed where he cannot do the work, yet he has a
goal toward which to work, in that he does not have to
stay in a group if he can justify his being placed in
a better one. These changes generally take place at
the beginning of each quarter.
Terminology Defined
introduction. -- The terminology is that used by
those who develop the Unit Method of teaching as de-
vised by Professor Roy 0. Billett of Boston University.
This method makes it possible for the pupil to progress
at his own speed, and to deal with the work in the
unit assignment in any order which he wishes to choose.
It provides for individual differences in interests,
skills and mental abilities.
The unit. -- The unit is the statement of the con-
cepts or goals which the teacher hopes that the pupils
will attain in their study. It is what she actually
teaches for. It is what she keeps in mind as she builds
..0B'^O‘iq Xiilo^ifc juScitiiii?* /if, ’isqi\tj
\
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.a 9 xXxX*aj5 XBXnaxxt BCB EXXi^a
-noo o-icf *10 X.e.mjaXa ©xla ax ,fxx.x/ bd7 --.Xxx*:.; oiiT
7^'
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her unit assignment. It is stated in complete declara-
tive sentSi.ces in clear and concise terms that the pupil
can understand although it is never given to him in
written form.
Jelimitat'^on of the unit. -- The broad concepts as
stated in the unit are reduced or broken down to the
more specific concepts or statements. The scope of
the unit is definitely limited or defined in the de-
limitation. This is an aavantage for it avoids the
covering of material which does not definitely relate
to the unit itself. It is for the teacher’s use only




-- Interrogative in nature,
the unit assignment creates the problems which, through
guidance, the pupil will attempt to solve. It is the
guide which the pupil uses in the process of learning.
It consists of instructions that ;.iay be entirely writ-
ten, oral, presented through demonstration on the black-
board or otherwise. It must, however, include all in-
structions which the teacher wishes the pupil to have
in order to complete the unit assignment, included
in this is the introduction, that part of the unit
assignment which presents the unit to the pupil. It
may be in the form of a lecture or story, organized
~ Oj ill D'jJJJ'<i Cm J ,J.. I : ^ • J 1 tliJ 'iOi;
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class discussion, or visual aids of any kind. It
should, however, stimulate pupil interest.
The ^uide sheet, -~ That part of the unit assign-
ment which directs the pupil in his study. It is in
mimeograph form or one that is siiiiilar. It includes
that part of the introduction which the teacher deems
necessary and helpful to the pupil. It contains the
tentative time scheauie of laboratory, discussion and
testing periods, questions and problems for pupil solu-
tion and a list of coded references for pupil use.
These coded references include basic texts marked
"B” and supplementary texts marked ”3'*, to be used by
the pupil in his problem solving and activities. The
list of texts used in each unit comes after the option-
al related activities and is coded in this manner;
B 1: 3-7, which means the text marked "B 1" on the list
of basic texts, while the figures following the colon
refer to the pages where the information may be found.
The texts ..^rked are the supplementary texts with
the same code.
The basic texts are those which give the pupil
the fundamental information, while the supplementary
texts generally serve to provide some of the details
omitted in the basic texts, or perhaps a broader view-
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The laboratory periods are the class periods in
which the pupils will solve the problems assigned or
will work upon the optional related activities, while
the discussion periods are those in wh^ch the pupils
present their information and understandings. These
presentations may include class discussions led by the
pupils, explanations of optional related activities,
debates or other means. The purpose of these periods
is to try to bring out the main concepts through indi-
vidual pupil participation or committee participation.
Optional related activities, -- The various acti-
vities definitely related to the subject but optional
on the part of the pupil are rightly called. They are
of varying difficulty in order to account for individual
differences in ability, interests and skills. They are
presented by the teacher, but the pupils may also sug-
gest activities that are satisfactory from the stand-
point of their relation to the unit and their range of
difficulty
,
"They are problem situations planned to ex-
tend the individual pupil's growth in the con-
cept or skill with which the unit is concerned,
beyond the growth which all pupils will be ex-
pected to achieve. Hence, these optional situ-
ations must be related in definite and worthwhile
ways to the situations with which all pupils are
likely to be concerned, in one way or another.
So far as possible these optional related situ-
ations should yield vicarious values to the entire
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class through the reports and exhibits made by
pupils who have the time, interest, and ability
for these side- trips .
For convenience these activities may be written on cards
and placed in files v/here they are easily accessible to
the pupils.
Content of ^Chapters of Thesis
Subject matter selected. -- The remaxhing chapters
of this thesis are concerned with the particular units,
in Chapter il, the pupils discover the similarities in
the development of political democracy in the nations
of tiie western hemisphere, in so doing, it is hoped that
a sympathetic unaers tending of the problems faced by
these young nations will emerge, and that the pupils
will acquire the desire for a greater knowledge of these
nations
.
The economic development is studied in Chapter III,
and the interdependence of the nations is pointed out.
The United States as the foremost industrial nation
has led in this economic development and is aiding the
other nations to industrialize in various degrees.
The discovery of the fact that the United States
and Canada lag in many social reforms, while some of
_2/ Hoy 0 . Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching . Houghton Mifflin Company. Boston, 19^0, p. 179.
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the Latin American nations are the leaders is revealed
to the pupils in Chapter IV. Only the outstanding so-
cial reforms are studied. These few, however, should
give the pupils an incentive to fine out for themselves
how the nations of the western hemisphere have grown in
the last twenty five years.
Of great interest and importance is the attempt of
the American nations at inter-American understanding.
Chapter V presents the development of this attempt and
stresses the need for more definite effort on tne part
of ail nations to live together cooperatively. It re-
minds the pupils that Canada does not belong to this
union of nations, asks tnem how she might benefit if
she did.
Teacher goals reviewed. -- It is hoped that the study
of these units will aid the pupils in appreciating the
efforts of these nations in their political, economic
and social growth. Particular emphasis has also been
placed on pupil understanding of the problems involved
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CHAPTER II
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC
'POLITICAL DEMOCRACY IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE'*
The Unit .— There are many similarities in the de-
velopment of political democracy in the nations of the
western hemisphere. From their early beginning they
have faced like problems and often solved them in a like
manner, although the results have not always been the
same
.
Delimitation of the Unit .--
1, The countries in the western hemisphere began
as colonies of European nations, and with few
exceptions Iiave thrown off the yoke of the mother
country and tave become independent countries,
2, All of the nations of the western hemisphere
have developed a democratic form of government,
3, The United States was the first of these nations,
to become independent and Her success encouraged
the Latin American nations to follow,
4, Canada also sought a more liberal form of
government
.
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the leaders in the United States were dissatis-
fied with their first attempt at self-govern-
ment under the Articles of Confederation.
6. The Constitution of the Unitea States grew out
of this dissatisfaction.
7. There were three branches of government deve-
loped in which a system of checks and balances
kept the power of government out of the hands
of any one of these branches.
8. There was a difference of opinion concerning
the powers of the state and central govern-
ments.
9. The states had certain rigiits and privileges
which they were not willing to relinquish.
10. There were other difficulties in establishing
this new government.
11. Through compromise the constitution was finally
written and the new nation became a symbol of
independence for other nations.
12. Tihile the Thirteen Colonies of England were
working toward independence the Spanish colo-
nies were seeking reforms in their colonial
governments
.
13. The different Spanish colonies began their
long struggle for independence in the same year.
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14. For these newly independent nations three
types of government v/ere suggested by various
leaders. First, a monarchy; second, a combi-
nation of republic and kingdom; third, a fede-
ration of states as in the United States, but
these were not accepted.
15. The Latin American nations began to move away
from each other and establish their own govern-
ments
.
16. Most of these nations adopted constitutions
patterned after that of the United States.
17. For many years the countries of Latin America
were to try to function under various consti-
tutions until like the United States they fi-
nally produced constitutions acceptable to the
people
,
18. These nations, like the United States, faced
such problems as the power of the president
versus the power of congress; the judicial
branch independent from the executive branch
and a strong central government as against
states' rights.
19. The similarities in government included, the
method of electing president by direct vote,
by presidential elections or by congress;
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every country has a Supreme Court; nearly
every country has a Bill of Rights and each
country has its congress.
20. Because the people of Latin A^aerica consider
their constitutions more as we do the platforms
of political parties there have been many
changes made in their constitutions.
21. At a much later date, Canada, in the north,
began to take steps toward self-government
by demanding reforms.
22. The Maritime Provinces and Upper Canada took
the first steps toward confederation.
23. The British North American Act gave to Canada
the form of self-government she was seeking.
24. Canada faced problems similar to those of the
other countries of the western hemisphere, such
as, the rights and privileges of the provinces
as against a strong central government and
acceptance of confederation by the provinces.
25. Affairs in Brazil were totally different from
those of the other nations for the emperor,
himself, suggested independence from Portugal.
26. Two emperors reigned before Brazil became a
republic
.
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faced similar problems in their growth as
democracies and have experienced the effects
of influencing events that have taken place
in their sister nations.
Indirect Learning Products .
—
1. A better understanding of the nations of the
western hemisphere through the study of their
early struggles to establish themselves as
independent nations.
2. An appreciation of our own form of government
and its influence upon the nations of the
western iiemisphere
.
3. ihe development of the ability to cooperate
within a group through participation in com-
mittee work.
4. The improvement of certain skills such as the
making and interpreting of ciiarts, graphs and
maps.
5. The development of the library skills through
the use of textbooks, reference books, dic-
tionaries and encyclopedias, note taking,
making of bibliographies and the collection
of materials for use in the optional related
activities

List of Materials and heagings for Teacher’s
Use OnIy, -«>
United States
3a 1 ie y , Thoina s A . , A Diplomatic history of the
People . Lew Xork; Crofts, 1940.
Dorf, Philip A. and McKee, Samuel, Visualized
American history . Lew York: Oxfora Book
Company, 1946.
McLaughlin, Andrew C., A Constitutional History
of the United States . Lew York; Apple ton-
jentury Company, Inc., 1935
Building America Series: II Our Constitution ,
III Our Federal Covernment, IV Civil Liberties
Lew York: Americana Corporation.
Latin America




Duggan, Stephen, Latin America . Boston; World
Peace Foundation, 1936
Goetz, Delia and Frey, Varian, The Good Neighbors .
New York: Foreign Policy Association.
Mackay, John A., That Other America . Boston: Friend
ship Press, 1935
Peck, A. M., The Pageant of South Atxxerican History .
New York: Longmans, Green ana Company, 1941.
Bulletin of the Pan American Union . Washington
D. C.: Pan American Union. (Monthly)
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Glifford, H. B., Canada, My Neighbor . New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1S44,
Denison, Merrili, ’’Canada Our Dominion Neighbor”
Headline Series (May 1944) Number 46.
Tentative Time Allotment .-- Four weeks, four periods
a week, with forty five minutes of each period for the
unit study.
Period 1 Introduction to unit and materials
to be used in the study of the unit
,
Periods 2-6 Laboratory periods
Periods 7-9 Discussion periods
Periods 10-12 Laboratory periods
Periods lb-15 Discussion periods
Period 16 Mastery tests
The Unit Assignment «--
A. Introauc tion;
The bulletin board is prepared as an in-
troduction to the study of the unit. It
should have pictures of leaders in the early
' history of the countries in the western hemi-
sphere. Some of these leaders are, George
Washington, James Madison, Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin, Simon Bolivar, Jose de
San Martin, Bernardo O’Higgins, Benito Juarez,
John A. MacDonald, D’Arcy McGee and otners.
Recent newspaper or magazine clippings which
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tell of happenings in these nations should
also be on the bulletin boards. On the table
at the front of the room should be placed
pamphlets from the Pan A^nerican Association,
Foreign Policy Association and Canadian
Affairs
.
A class discussion centers around the
pictures of the leaders. The teacher would
begin the discussion by asking the group to
identify any of the people. The leaders in
early American history will be easily iden-
tified and probably Simon Bolivar.
The discussion will continue as follows;
"These men are well known in their own coun-
tries as are George r<ashington, James Madison
and Thomas Jefferson in the United States.
There are statues of them in many large cities
and the boys and girls love to read stories
of their lives just as we like to read those
of our heroes. These men have played a very
important part in the early histories of their
countrie s
.
"When we think of George Washington there
are certain facts concerning him and his ca-
reer that are more outstanding than others.
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Let us think of some of those facts.”
As these facts are given by the diffe-
rent pupils, one of their class, or the tea-
cher should write them on the blackboard.
Then the discussion should be continued by
mentioning similar facts and outstanding cha-
racteristics in the lives of Simon Bolivar,
San Martin, the great generals; Bernardo
O'Higgins loved by all the school chilaren
of Chile; D'Arcy McGee and John A. Macdonald,
leaders in the Confederation of Canada. All
of these men have played similar roles in the
development of their separate countries, which
have since their early days followed similar
paths. They objected to their treatment by
the Mother countries; they demanded self-govern-
ment and they got it; they have been a haven for
oppressed peoples.
"In fact, throughout their histories
were many events so similar and many problems
so nearly alike that we feel an urge to know
more about our neighbors to the north and to
the south.
"Let us visualize a scene which might
have taken place in the office of President
feoOi>l 8ao»iJ lb ©moo 'io su
ed. ii^vi;j 8 ’Sfi S 2 ©nJ cJx
--;yj '10 .d’siilo ixodJ lo ©no
,
2 ij:qijq ino'i
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« ^
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3
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Jefferson just before Francisco de Miranda,
a Venezuelan, set sail from New York with two
hundred men who hoped to set free their native
land. Perhaps Miranda, who fought in our War
of Independence, went to President Jefferson
as he did to Prime Minister Pitt of England
to tell him of the plans for revolt. Perhaps
he received encouragement from the president,
we, of course, do not know. But we do know
tnat Miranda and other Latin Americans were
inspired and encouraged oy our success. They,
too, hoped for similar results.
’’Little did Miranda and his friends who
set sail from New York know what was ahead,
how they would fail to arouse their country-
men to revolt. Nor did Miranda Know that
/ *
Simon Bolivar and other leaders would help
him in this revolt which would free the Spanish
colonies and establish republics from the
north to the very south of the southern con-
tinent. Nor did he know that courageous souls
in Mexico and Central America would fight for
their independence and finally develop in the
western hemisphere a family of nations that
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'*ment di^a early growth of their democracies.
**rt'e will i^arn of these problems and those of
Canada, a colony that forty years later would
change its form of oOvernment for a more liberal
one that would give democracy to ner peoples.
••You will have ciuestions to guide you in
your study and otx.er activities which are to
promote furtner knowleage and :.nterest in the
unit. This xnformau^on v;ili be found in texts
called BrtSIC and SUFPLERIENTARY. The Basic
texts contain the fundamental or basic in-
formation. You will take notes on each Basic
text. The Supplementary texts will provide
more detailed information than you can find
j.n your Basic texts. It is ..ot necessary to
use these texts, but they will, hovi/ever, in-
crease your knowledge on the subject ceing
studied. The Basic texts will oe coded'*B'*
and the Supplementary texts '•S'*. Follov/i.ng
the code number for your text will be the pages
where you will find the informa to.on you are
seeking. 31: 8 menas tnat you will find that
information on page eight of the text coded
B1 . As an ^id in the study you w-ll take notes
. sa . c-;iiooj0e I ijCuiw 'to ^ l Ji.inr*
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•*on the information found in the various
texts and pamphlets, and keep these notes
well organized in your notebooks, A notebook
that is neatly and artistically arranged will
be of value to you as a source of information
later on. Credit for a neat, well-arranged
notebook will be included in that given you
for the work on the unit.*'
;j.uestions to think about while studying the unit .--
1. In what ways have Canada and all the coun-
tries in Latin ^America seemea to nave fol-
lowed our form of democratic government
and in what ways have they differed?
2. How did affairs in the United States hasten
the development of the Canadian Confederation?
3. What affairs in the United States encouraged
the revolt of the Latin American countries?
4. v/hy have the Latin American countries taken
a longer time to achieve a democracy in
which the masses participated than has the
United States?
5. How is it possible under conditions in
Latin America for a president to become a
die tator?
6. The United States and the Peace Conferences
foUo; :Vv eii;l lu bnsjo't nolJ x:m^o'tai no"
aaiun a^onj cse^I dnf. ,ai&in.q^q /?na s^xe^
iooc Jon * ,3Mooo£#J6n ai itesiniS^no Hew
Iir.v ^:IIGo i Jeiji3 nas 'ilJsen aJt aedJ
noiJeinnclni xO qci.joe £ ac iiox. oJ cjjIgv ad
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are meeting in the hopes of establishing
world order. What applications could they
make of some of the lessons in compromising
that took place during tne establishing of
the democratic governments in the western
hemisphere?
B. For indiviaual study and investigation:
1. What European countries claimed
colonies in the western hemisphere?
Which of these colonies was the
first to seek a democratic form of
government, and how soon aid the
others follow? (Bl;246-247; B2;
68-69; B3: 122-124; 207-212; 34:
322-223)
2. Why did the Articles of Federation
fail to unite the states in the new-
ly independent country of the United
States? (Bl: 278-281; B2: 125-127)
3. At what convention was a stronger
government created? Name five of the
leaders and tell how they participated
in the convention? (Bl: 282; B2: 127)
4. What were the greatest differences
of opinion and how were they settled?
V1o st’qpci ai ;;.. i^oora O'rs
£>lJOC! -iiiO-LJ 40iXq.^j3 . TeU'io
ai.ro'iqflico cil ancjaeX 9*iJ lo ojioa “ig o.itim
lo ^iix.ioiIc:i.Ja9 axi^ -ttijb sooXq :4qo»}
n'laJaov/ jxa.) ni a^ad*-.a*iovoa oiJ jsioonai) eiij
fS'iarlqaXfasrf
; nolJj33ij-30Viii dh-; •lo'?. .S
i>emijsio aax'iO^iijao acaqo'iiJL Xs;iVI .1
?3'i9iiqexfr.eu aiajaaw siiX ni aeinoioo -
aKj zev aoxrioioo aawxi^ lo riolcU*
lo miol c^J
'
looxnol) & ^ieas oJ ^tsixl
s£ij iiix) 11003 won Xins
. ,
X itmm-x^vo:
;Ste ; ia} ?v.'oIiol aioiiio
:<Sa ;^^d-8d '
( 82c 'wk So
noxiJa'ieXa''i lo aelpivX'iA anj xxo
t.
-wan aiX^ nX 3 aX>3 ia Qiii oJxruJ ixsl
iio^in.' anx lo \.iXnxJoo JfiaXiiaq&onx \,I
(V2I-X2 I :S£ ;I62 - 8?2 :Xa) ? 39 XbX£
•^ie^no'iJa £> sjsw noixaevnoo Xariw ?A
©fix lo OVXl rXaX ;:310 Xa 9mn'lG 7C3
XoXsqxoxXiBq cOnX won XxaX aiaXsal
(V2 I-:2a ; 2a2 :!£) ?ncXXnovnco anx . ni-
8SCt;iai£llXX XaaXeo'i^ &.iX S'iaw Xnn.' .fr












In what ways did the Constitution
overcome the greatest weaknesses of
the Articles of Confederation? How
25
was the convention to decide which
powers should be given to the states
and v/hich to the federal government
in this new constitution? What was
the great compromise? (Bl: 128-129;
SI; 175-175)
5, What do we mean when we speak of our
system of checks and balances as
written into the Constitution of the
United States? What are these checks?
(Bl; 284-28o; B2: 132-133)
6. Explain the expression ’’civil liber-
ties”, What are the civil liberties
guaranteed us and v/here in the Con-
stitution can they be found? (Bl;
286; B2; 133-136)
7. Why has Hamilton often been called
the greatest Secretary of the Trea-
sury? (Bl; 289-292; B2 ; 141-142;
SI; 183-186)
8, Hov; many years elapsed between the
date when we gained our independence
rioxdxjv ^ o axioC L>iJ 3 \flw Jc/iw nl
lo ^ e y J X •:. 'V5 ei.ioo'ie^o
woK ?a.. xas’te^elaoG 'io ss-oiai.; onJ'
doui':! o3 iioi : .levaoo olU hbt.
ab;Jsi 8 9.iJ oJ newly uo Jjlucrlz a'ibT?cq
^ad^'riavoa X£'X5L0‘‘i e.*id li-r.iiiw £>iw
8 J5W JjDiiW ?no^XjjJ jtXano'o wen nx
:lii^ feaimo'xqinoo J^ots
(avi-c.vt ;I
'ino.lo iliifXia ew nsrlw xijsex^ ew on Xs;iir
an "aooiiniiia jJnn a^oaiio lo
Uiii lo nc-xX jjJi j anoC ^riJ" o3nx xisiJlxw
?a;-iooxa. £>29*io o'XJS ?30Ja^ci xaJxiiw
(i*'>»X — ac»X iSfci { -jOct, “ .-Bii i Xii }
-necixl juxvio” flolaa&xq:3te alalqxi-^^
eai^'i&cxl liwlo eri:^ exs . . bj>xJ
-noC sdc» nx e-iexiw nns au I160 jukxbjj^
:ifa) TDtwo'l ed nno noi^wXIJa
(asj-jol :Sti ;3bs:
i)oIIno need nexXo nojilr nH ec-i vlV/
,
-BbxT- ^ariX lo M-iaj'oxdao XaaJje i^ 9a
J
: S;u ;jkC.x-*c;^S :IG) Tyxjjs
iobl-ZLiJ! :Id
ari^ neowJed jeaqcla ax£*jv
-^nsc: wb.-I
aonajnec9>.nx xao JbaaxjBv^ f tKjf uorlw.oXJsi)
ana v/hen Lauin Aiuericans became active
in the struggle for tx.eirs? \Yhai hap-
^enne^L in :/Ui*ope uo x.asten oxxe xix^e~
penaence movement? V«ho ware the Latin
.imer_can a.eaaers and hov.' dia ti.ej con-
tribute to the moveiaent? (B2; 8^-95;
3b; 124-187; 156-io8)
i.'hat i.rooj.emb faced t**e Latin Ar.ieri-
cans as tney attempted to set up tneir
constitutions? Why were the majoi'ity
of the people in Latin America not
ready for a democratic government? In
general wnot economic classes existed
uefore tr:e wars of independence? jid
independence cLanj^e tixese classes?
(32: 9b-96; B3: I'x'x-lAb)
..'hat three kinds of govermnent were
proposed for South Aiiieimca? now aid
ti.e majority of the countries respond
to ti.ese proposals? (Bb: j.41-i44)
In Wi*at w'a^ s do tie const! tutxons of
tne South A.-iei-iCan countries foxlow
ours, ana in vn^at .^a., s do tney differ?
What were the provisions in hexico's
fxrst constitution and how v/as it
V1
©y^rips ©mtcosu aiJiJ ueiiw iiaB
^
-qsii uBiiV/ faiiaitt ’ib'j: s ni
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'i . ft . '. »T!
t^y
^spal 3/;^ p»; ' t)^o‘ka '. a.i
ai.J'SJ ©iiJ ©idw oii^
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like ours? (B2: 156; B3: 4-5;158)
12. V(hy was it natural for the countries
of Central America to form the United
Provinces of Central America upon be-
coming independent? Why was this con-
federation soon dissolved? What coun-
tries were formea and how similar were
their early politics? (B3: 173-184,
topic-Politics)
13. In what way is the name of Joseph how
connected with the first steps in
Canada's desire for a more liberal
government? (B4; 260-265)
14. Briefly outline the stages which led
up to the Canadian demand for confede-
ration. What has long been Canada's
chief problem? (B2; B4;265;
269; 271; 276)
15. What are the chief features of the
British North American Act? What are
the similarities in the government
provided by this act and our own govern-
ment provided by our constitution?
(B2: 132-133; B4: 318-323)
16. Why did the royal family of Portugal
i
establish itself in Brazil? Why was
the ”cry of 'Independence or death' "
a clever move on the part of Pedro I?
Why was Bom Pedro II called the ruler
of the "only democracy in South Ameri-
ca"? CB2: 163; 33; 209-212)
17. Why can it be said that Bom Pedro's
liberality paved the way for the re-
public? What type of constitution did
the "old republic" have? (33; 212)
18. On an outline map of the western hemi-
sphere, show in different colors the
colonies of the different Buropean
countries. Outline the countries as
they were after their independence.
19. Using the chart on page 131 in 32 ex-
plain the division of power between
the federal and state governments.
20. Make a similar chart on the division
of powers between the national and
provincial governments of Canada as
provided in the British North Ameri-
can Act. CB2; 166-167; 34; 321-322)
21. Chart the defects of the Articles of
Confederation and show how the Gonsti-
r.in Vilvi/vi. :.i- Ils- Ji AtiiltifcJee
I
j
?I * 'i- it'isq iir;i no e vow itfVtiXv fiO'liO
T.'ijjn II onr<6 • ^Kod tiSvy
-iior.v. tti \o. z.ocaiBb 'iXcio*' aU ’lo
tili lo \*oilcJsjq
(SX;:i :wh; ? 9VJ3d "o ila'uqoi bio’* ©*u
-iiii&il b*;J lo qii . biiilJ;»c> nc r" .31
OAJ 010 I90 3A3*xbl tii/ xjl woiici ,3ioriq :
niiaqo^i;.. oxij lo abliioloo'
tiO eei'i^no’uo ori»J biijtUi/ V «aoxn^nJJuO
. eoaoonoqejDiii "xellxi e;dw \Oiil
-xo :»£ nl I3I a^^aq no ead aiiiso .5-
naowcfoo 'isv/oq lo noxaj-'VAii viU nielq
.
ad'.toxrii'ievc^ eiajz nns lo'iaLol arlJ
noxaiviJb 3r.'3 no ^-xs-o 'xtiiuiie a a-4eM ,Cil
^i.dc,-Xno :^d ;V6X-6ci :’S&) .lo/. nso
*io bdloiJ'xA oril lo aloolal) ario I'lBxiO .Id
-Iv^'iiOO won ?/oxla fcr.B noXlsiajbalx.ot
,
(SX:'-dCS :da
)j. \ c.'o'iX>aq moi^ inril joXaa ecf' li nao .VI
I ^I
Loi' lenollan 0W 1 neavraad anawoq lo
ananno lo alxtauxiiDVo? laionivo'iq
x'l&icA iXJiod riaxl in.-, axil ni JbaX>ivo'xq
I
tution remedied these defects. C-Bl;
278-281; 284; B2; 126-153)
22. Make a time line from 1770-1870. On
one side put the dates when the thir-
teen colonies declared their indepen-
dence; when the Constitutional Con-
vention met; the inauguration of
George Washington. On the other side
in different colored inks or pencils
the rebellions in Canada; the date of
the passing of the British North Ameri-
can act; and Napoleon's invasion of
Spain; the first rebellion in Vene-
zuela; declaration of independence
from Spain of the Latin American coun-
tries. (B2: 68; 127; 139; B3: 124-137;
B4; 307-319)
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Pitkin, Victor E., U.S.A., An
American History for Upper Grades,
New York: Harper ana Brothers Pu-
blisners, 1945.
B3 Inman, Samuel Guy and Castaneda,
C.E., A History of Latin America
for Schools . New York: The Mac-
Millan Company, 1944.
B4 Brown, George V/., Buiiaing the
Canadian Nation . Toronto: J.M.
Dent and Sons (Canada) Limited,
1942.
Supplementary text
SI Wirth, i-remont P. and Thompson,
Waddy, A History of American Pro-




a. Come to class prepared to point out on
a large wall map three important places
connected with each of the following as
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(3)
* Francisco de Miranda(4)
, Hidalgo
(5)
. Jose Maria Morelos
C6 ) , Dom Pedro II
b. Choose one of the countries of Latin
Araerica and present to the class an oral
report on the present government of that
country
•
c. A committee of three or four organize a
report on the topic "Similar roads to
democracy". Show how the peoples in the
western hemisphere faced similar poli-
tical problems, how they attempted to
solve them and the outcomes. Organize
your committee, giving each group a
particular problem or phase of a pro-
blem. After the information is gather-
ed, choose only the important facts to
present in your report.
d. A round table discuss:.on on the back-
grounds for self-government of the English
and Spanish colonies on securing their
independence. I'here should be five mem-
bers in ohis group, one of which is the
chairman. Choose your own title.
8ai3io.4 jBi'ifiiil seou .C^/
II oiDs^ flioi’ . (6;
iiilbj Jo awX'iJniJoo 9niJ lo eao ssooiii. .cf
Ifirso :ii5 33£lo 9rl? ;Jna&a'^ic jjh::-
^
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-Iloq 'iBliffila i/aoBl ©'xeilqt _/ri6iI nxodaa'-r
od JC’ dqciad Jj& i^nJ wod
,
Si'xaluoaq iBoid
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B qiJ0*i3 do 30 ^iiivia , sod Jiioziioo *ujo'4
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-aoridjs<^ al iio id Baiiolnx odd TiedlP .:ueXd
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e. Give a report to the class of the
Geigniorial system of early Canada,
Make clear to the group who the seignir
and habitant were; why the system was
successful; the customs txiat prevailed.
f. Organize a comniittee and prepare a dis-
cussion of the independence movements
in the Unitea States, r^.exico, iMorthern
South A. lerica and Southern South America,
rtemember the leaders of the movement.
written reports.
a. Prepare a one -word quiz program, fhat is






Character SKetches of tne leaders
this period. Make the booklets
artistic and informational.
(2)
. Imagine tiiat you are James Madison
Prepare his diary of the Constitu-
tional Convention.
(3)
. Prepare a set oi* correspondence
between a person living in the
United States and a relative in
Canada during this period. Every-
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day affairs mentioned in the let-
ters should give the reader an idea
concerning the feelings and thoughts
of the people during this period.
(4). In your notebook make a Hall of
Fame in which you have pictures,
and articles you have written about
famous Latin Americans and Canadians
G. Newspaper. A committee write up in news-
paper style, affairs happening in the
United States about the year 1794. There
should be an editor-in-chief, news editor,
foreign editor, cartoonist, literary
editor and any other one editor.
3. Drawing.
a. Make a "true comic” strip picturing any
event during this period.
b. Prepare a frieze of three or four pic-
tures.
c. Make a poster aavertising Alexander
Hamilton’s first bank.
d. Prepare a poster picturing the advantages
of the British North American Act.
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a« Make busts in clay or soap of any of the
leaders .
b. Construct a model of a Spanish type house.
Present to class.
c. Construct a model of a Plaza de Armas In
any Latin Auer i can city. Explain why
this arrangement was made around the
central plaza.
d. Diaramas of the typical localities or
particular homes or coumunities of this
period. For example, Mt . Vernon and its
grounds; Monticello or Philadelphia where
Independence Hall is located.
5. Radio programs.
a. Develop a radio program presenting the
first 'cabinet meeting" of President
Washington.
b. Prepare a scene where Alexander Hamilton
and Thomas Jefferson express their views
on the ability of the common man to run
the government.
c. Present an imaginary meeting between
Miranda and Hidalgo.
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the members of tine oanadian committee ex-
pressed their feelings concerning self-
government* At this meeting the British
North American Act was passed.
e. Present a broadcast from Independence
Hall on the day after the completion of
the drafting of the Constitution*
f. Pretend that you are a commentator and
discuss the Constitution as miglnt have
been done before the first ten amend-
ments were added.
g. Present a news broadcast from various
parts of the western hemisphere telling
of events happening at any particular
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x)IR5!CTIGi\!3 : Study each statement below. If a statemeiit




George ’.Vashington was the first presiaent
of the Unitea States. True False
1. The luonroe Doctrine was a message sent
to Congress by President Ivlonroe . True False
2. The Constitutions of the Latin Ameri-
can countries provided for tne four
freedoms as did tne Constitution of
the United States. True False
b. The Canadian Confeaeration needed
Joim A. Macdonald as much as our
Constitutional Convention needea
Benjamin Franklin.
4. Like tne South American leaders
of the revolution, those of Mex-co
were military leaders.
5. The Cabinet of ti.e Uniteu States
is appointed by the presiaent.
Colonial governmental reforms
were demanaed in Latin America
before we declared our indepenaence
.
7. Congress may overnae the Pre-








8. The British Parliament feared that
the British North American net
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9. The Maritime Provinces and Upper
Canada were the first provinces
to take steps toward Confederation
in Canada True False
10. The Constitutional Convention of
the United States was called to
create a stronger government. True Fais e
11. The Constitution of the United
States provides for a division of
powers between the federal and
state governments. True False
12. The rights and privileges of the
states are written in the Consti-
tution, True False
13. Only the United States Irias a Bill
of Rights in its Constitution. True False
14. Every nation in the western hemi-
sphere has a Supreme Court. True False
15. The United States immediately
recognized the Latin American
countries as independent nations. True False
16. Many of the leaders of South
American independence wanted to
build a United States of South
Ameri ca True False
17. The Civil War in the United States
and events that followed hastened
the Canadian Confeaeration, True False
18. The South American revolution
was immediately successful. True False
19, After the trouble with the Articles
of Confederation, the people of
the United States quickly accepted the
new Constitution, True False
20. The members of the Supreme Court
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21 . The first struggle of Argentina for
independence was against British
invaders. True
22, The Congress of the Unitea States
iiad very little power under the
Articles of Confederation, True
23, Brazil fought for her independence
the same year as the other Latin
Ajnerican countries. True
24, The Spanish colonists were better
prepared to rule themselves than
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DIRECTIONS : Place a check after that phrase which you











The only Latin American countries to
form a confederation were
a. Peru, Chile, Ecuador
b. Venezuela, Colombia
c* Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina
d, the Central American nations
2.
Slaves were freed in Brazil by
a. Dora Pedro II
b. Princess Isabel-
c. the first president of the
republic
-
d. the first emperor of Brazil
3, The Expression ’’checks and balances”
regarding the Constitution of the
United States means
a. the Secretary of the Treasury
uses it
b. a system of taxation
c. a method of checking
expenditures
d. a separation of powers in the
three departments
4, Brazil became independent without
bloodshed when
a. the royal family came from
Portugal
b. the aged emperor accepted
the decision of his ememies
c. Venezuela revolted
d. Monroe Doctrine was announced
»
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5. Latin Aiaerican countries have shown
greater democratic growth than the
United States through
a. better trade relations
b. their state legislatures
c. their systems of voting
d. their racial tolerance
6. The J^Iexican revolution has a social
motive because
a. it was primarily to aid the Indians
b. the landowners cooperated with
the government
c. the Church was obtaining too much
power
d. the generals did not help
7. The first ten amendments to the Con-
stitution of the United States are
called
a. the Provisions for Civil Liberty
b. the Congressional Record
0 . the Bill of Rights
d. the Great Compromise
8. The British North American Act pro-
vided for
a. a Dominion Council
b, a parliament of two houses
c. the Family Compact
d, the Executive Council
9o The Latin American Constitutions
differed from the Constitution of
the United States in
a* the Preamble
b. the provision for the Bill
of rights
c. their regard for law
d. their failure to proviae
religious liberty
10, Canada’s chief problem has been
a. the question of a minority group
b. the development of her natural
resources
c. the limiting of the powers of
the king
d. the election of officers
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11. The Cabinet of the President of
the United States includes
a. heads of the great admin-
istrative departments
b. judges of the Supreme Court
c. congressmen chosen by the
voters
d. the entire Senate
12. The first nation in South America






13. Napoleon indirectly freed Brazil
from colonial restrictions when
a. he invaded Spain
b. he declared himself emperor
c. he forced the Court of Portugal
to flee to Brazil
d. he ordered the Portuguese to
open their ports
14. The Great Compromise provided for
a. The location of the capital
b. a congress of two houses
c. a system of taxation
d. a national bank
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DIRECTIONS ; Place the letter of the item in column two




(a) 1. George Washington a. President of the
United States

















) 1. First Ten Amendments a.
) 2, James Madison b.
) 3, George Washington c.
) 4. San Martin d.
) 5. Hidalgo e,
) 6. Alexander Hamilton f.
) 7. Q,uebec Conference g.
) 8. Articles of Confedera-h.
tion
) 9. John A. Macdonald j.
) 10. Whiskey Rebellion k.
) 11. First Secretary of
State 1.
) 12. Monroe Doctrine m.
) 13. Francisco de Miranda n.
) 14. Benjamin Franklin o.








A test of the power
of the government
Father of the Canadian
Confederation
•’America for the Ameri-
cans •*
Mexican independence
Writer of the Constitu-
tion of the United
States
A British Member of
Parliament
Bill of Righls
Chairman of ihe Consti-
tutional Convention
No head of government
The crossing of the
Andes
Thomas Jefferson
First Secretary of the
Treasury
The creation of a united
nation
A Spanish general
The Old Man of the Const!
tutional Convention
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Keys to objective tests on unit
True -False Multiple Choice Matching Test
1. True 1. d 1. j
2. False 2. b 2. S
3. True 3. d 3. k
4. False 4. d 4. m
5. True 5. d 5. f
6. True 6. a 6. o
7. True 7. c 7. P
8. False 8. b 8. n
9. True 9. d 9. d
10. True 10. a 10. c
11. True 11. a 11. n
12. False 12. c 12. e
13. False 13. c 13. a
14. True 14. b 14. r
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UNIT ORGAKIZATION OF THE TOPIC
'THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONS
IN THE \fESTERN HEIvII SPHERE”
The Unit .“- Economically the United States leads
the nations of the western hemisphere whose vast re-
sources are similar to or complementary to hers. The
other nations look to her as a customer and as a source
of supply for their own needs.
Delimitation of the Unit .--
1. The countries of the western hemisphere possess
great resources.
2. Different nations have led the way in the de-
velopment of the various resources, comple-
menting each other and aiding the industries
of North America.
3. Latin America is beginning to develop in-
dustries that produce goods for home consump-
tion.
4. Land and water transportation has been a major
factor in the development of the resources
and industries in North America, while air
transportation is fast opening up the in-
-44 -
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accessible resources of South America,
5. Through the introduction of modern methods
the United States has aided the Latin American
countries develop their resources more eco-
nomically.
6. Through reciprocity an increasing amount of
trade is being carried on between Nor-th and
South America, yet a great deal more must be
done if we wish to develop more friendly re-
lations with our neighbors.
7. Latin America is beginning to develop in-
dustries which complement those of the United
States
.
8. The United States and Canada reciprocate goods
and raw materials as well as agricultural and
forest products,
9. In the western hemisphere there is the problem
of surpluses, the solution of which is at-
tempted in different ways by the various coun-
tries.
10. In spite of the wealth of resources, the western
hemisphere is not self-sufficient.
Indirect Learning Products .
—
1. An understanding of what the vast amount of
resources has meant to the economic development
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of the United States.
2. An understanding and appreciation of the abun-
dance of resoui'ces in the entire western nemi-
sphere
.
o. An understanding of the economic interdependence
of the nations of the western hemisphere.
4. An appreciation of the struggle of our own
nation to reach a hi^^er economic development
and a better undeis landing cf those nations '
tnat have been much slower in tiiat development.
5. An appreciation of the part that the United
States must continue uo play if the nations of
the 'western hemisphere are to continue to grow
economically
.
6. The development of a worthwhile appreciation
and use of pamphlets.
7. The development of cooperation within a group
through participation in the work of a coi;imittee
6. Tne aevelopmeni, of poise ana tne ability to pre-
sent information to the class in a satisfactory
manner
9. Tne development of skill in ti^e interpretation
of pictoral m^ps and charts.
10. The development of the library skills such as
the use of the index, and of the collection of
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material for reports and debates
11. To develop logical reasoning through debates.
List of Materials and Readings for Teacher *s Use
Only
United States
Hart, A. B., In Our Times . New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1521
Sullivan, Mark, Our Times. The Turn of ttie Century .
Boston; Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1927.
Weinburg, Louis, America in the Machine Age . Boston:
L.C.Heath and Company, 1932.
Council on Foreign Relations, The United States in
World Affairs. New York: (Annual publication^
Latin America
Bidwell, P.V/., Economic ijefense of Latin America .
Boston: World Peace Foundation, 1941.
Henius, Frank, Latin American Trade . New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1941.
Canada
Your Neighbor, Canada . Ottawa: Issued by the
Canadian .Vartime information Board, 1945.
Education for Mutual Understanding and
Friendship between Canada and the United
States. The Canaaa-Unit ed States Committee
on Eaucatxon, A pamphlet. Howard Wilson,
Secretary of Committee, Lawrence Hall,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Tentative Time Allotment .-- Four weeks of four
periods a week with thirty minutes ©f the period allotted
to the study of the unit.
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ii J- 1 . .
to be used in the study of the unit
•
Periods 2-6 Laboratory periods
Periods 7-9 Discussion periods
Periods 10-12 Laboratory periods
Periods 13-15 Discussion periods
Period 16 Mastery tests
The Unit Assignment >
—
A. Introduction;
The teacher presents the filmslide •Overall
View” from a series of filmslides ”Panoreima of
the United States” produced by the American
Council on Education for the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs,
”This filmslide is to give us an overall
view of our country and its resources. From
it we will discover how the different parts
of our country support themselves. We will
learn that the various sections of our coun-
try are economically dependent upon other
sections. We will also learn that the one or
many resources in each particular section,
whether they be rich soil, timber lands,
minerals, water power or any other which we
might name, govern the economic welfare of
that section
t>aj.ij fj ( ;j’ ni jb
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"AS you look at this filmslide and listen
to the discussion I would like to have you
keep in mind the following thoughts:
1. Notice ti^e descriptions of each natural
region and the occupations cairied on there.
2. Note the differences in climate; where tne
popuiation is the tiiickest and the reason
for it.
5. Note how each region contributes to the life
of tne iiatiori, and to tne other nations in
the v/estern nemisphere,"
After the showing of the filmslide the above
suggestions should be incorporated in this dis-
cussion in such a manner:
1. vVhat differences in climate do we find?
2. Kow aoes this affect the occupations?
b. Where do we fine the industries concentrated?
Why?
4. In what ways is this section of the country
dependent upon otiier sections?
5. Would it be possible for any one section to
live in isolation?
6. What is the advantage of cooperation and ex-
change of goods and products?
Conclude with these reiuarks:
"We have learned some very important facts
about our own country and its economic develop-
ment. We realize how aependent we are upon the
various parts of our country. If this is true 5

how dependent are we upon the other countries .
of the western hemisphere? JDo we have the
same resources as they? If so, how do we get
along? If not, what do we do about it? In
the study of this unit these questions and
many others will be answered. We will learn
more about our neighbors and how our economic
welfare depends upon them, as well as how they
depend upon the United States.”
"In the study of the unit you have guide
questions and activities to aid you in obtain-
ing information. Take careful notes on this
material and keep them in your notebook.
Greait for a neat, well-arranged book will be
included in that given you for the work on the
unit .”
Questions to think about while studying the unit .--
1. Why has the United States led the way in
industrial development?
2. Are the other nat:.ons of the western hemi-
sphere going to follow the same road to
greater industrial development?
3. What makes the nations of the western
hemisphere interdependent?
4. Will a higher standard of living come to
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the nations of Latin America if they con-
tinue to bring about reforms in their agri-
cultural development, or must they become
industrial nations in order to attain it?
5, How has Canada progressed industrially in
the last ten years?
6* Will Canada become our rival industrially
or will we be able to reciprocate manu-
factured goods as we have other products?
7, How can the United States overcome the
undesirable impressions made upon the
countries of the western hemisphere be-
cause of her lack of insight in dealing
with them?
B, For individual study and investigation .
—
1* Study carefully the maps found in B2
pages 232, 382 and B3 pages 12, 14.
These will be a constant help to you
in the study of this unit,
2, How has scientific research aided the
farmer in the western hemisphere? How
has it aided industry? (B2: 232-233,
286; B4; 372-373; SI: 379-380; 32:
390)
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government helped its farmers? How
were 'land grant” colleges established
and what has been their greatest con-
tribution to the nation? (B2; 221)
ffhat nation in the western hemisphere
exports the greatest amount of wheat?
i/hat factors aided in making this na-
tion the biggest exporter? Explain
the trend in wheat production from
1927-1943, '(^hat other nations rank
high? (B3; 232,234; B4: 371-374; Si:
373; S3: 8 see chart)
5, According to these charts, how do the
nations of the western hemisphere com-
plement each other in their agricul-
tural products? (B3: 12, 13; S2: 375)
6, vrnat people of Mexico are farmers?
How is Mexico improving their know-
ledge of agriculture? What can she
learn from the United States and other
nations? (B3: 168)
7, What exports of Chile and Peru benefit
the farmers of Canada and the United
States? How does the United States
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8* What products does Argentina export?
In what does she lead the world? What
does she exchange with the United
States? Kow could we develop better
trade relations with Argentina? (B3;
329, also see chart)
9. How do the United States and Brazil
complement each other? Explain the
significance of Fordlandia, How do
experiments like this benefit both
nations? (B3: 326; S5: 348-349;
Encyclopedia; Fordlandia)
10* Show how the natural resources of the
western hemisphere have aided in speed-
ing its industrial development. What
American inventions helped to spread
this development? What present day
industries are being developed in
Latin America? Will this mean that
the United States will lose her ex-
port trade of manufactured goods?
(Bl: 605-607; B2: 282-289 chart 283;
B3: 327-351; B4: 374-376; S2;360-382)
11, How does a surplus of goods present a
problem? How did the United States
?J‘i^qxe aooJo aJC-'Lu-xq .b
cteifB VDi^iow 9iiJ 1)B©I ena aeoJb iBivM ul
Ijs^iiiU 3ilJ :iiiv &}^iiD£ioxQ aiia E'?cJb
xoj^sJ qolevsjb ew LIuoo well
:tuj ?Jsni'^ii3g'iA xiiiw aiioi^elai 8jjje-i«
(wiBiio Q0a oeIb fSSiC
IxsB'xu Liiti abJBic jjeJxaU oxict oJb vxoH .9
dffu -ijEljxS ?'ieaJ0 rloso X.isaielqjaoo
oi woH . fili'ncI£>iG'i iO sofiBoi^inji is





eeO'Uios&'x lEiiJJBn 8-ii v/ori wojrib .01
-iL,tve<ja ni fcajjxs eisxiqsiaaxi
itidT .d i3£aqoIevei. Ijsf xis Ji>xii .^ni
q3 i;f>qIoi; exioi;tn<>vni xibox^xsioa
^jS/l itxieee'tq ierfW Tda9.i}qoXdV&i) eiri^
Hi Z)i>qoXav :?JE> ^niod e'lfi sei'xiajjisni
JBiiJ X130.U aiiij iliw niJBJ
-xs iQii oaol iiiw iiojxn'J sxiX
?ajooii io •3J&S'i3 J'loq
;'C8ci 3-ijBilo a&S-S:8S: :S6 ;VOa-^Qi) .-IS)
(SeS"C6o;S:a ;dY£-^S^S ; i-S ;Xoe-V2fc ;£S-
B in9a9*xq aboo^ lo ajjiqiixs b saoi) woL .Xi
X>ai*iiJ &riJ i)xJb ’.toH ?m8Xcro'xq
»*
attempt to solve this problem? V/hat
methods have been tried in Latin Ameri-
ca? How has Canada solved it? (B2:
527-528; 33; 329-331; S3: 14-19, also
Trade
)
12. Consult the Middle America Leaflets for
information on the aid being given to
the Central American countries by the
United States government in coopera-
tion with companies that have invest-
ed in Central America. Why did the
United otates give this aid? How will
it benefit those nations? Show how
more friendly relations between Cen-
tral America and the United States
have resulted from this new policy.
13. Which islands of the West Indies carry
on the most trade with the United States?
’What products and goods do we trade?
(32; 491; 33;331-332)
14. Consult the Canadian Affairs pamphlet
on ’’Trade** and the Yearbook of Canada
for 1945 for information on Canada’s
trade plans for the future.
15. Can the western hemisphere be self-
^srlV, ?in-dijJo*iq 'c-ii: Bvlou Q-
‘iib'/.j-. ,-u<Scd ni j>*i'i? iiaoo evecl efcoriieia
;i:h) i ovloz • ^£>A wcH "Tt o
(©jDb’i'I
10‘i a^eilsoJ uoii£?:.4A bI£/X3i.a eiid’ ^XJJtnoO .SI
ol novxa ^nlocf blii t^xU no aoi - m-ioiiii
erlJ y,d 8oii:tnjjoo Xii'ilnoO ed^
- >%sqooo r.I JnSiiinievc^ as^aJ?. oo^xaU
-i^eval evsii onril a olajsqiaoo all7i tioi^
Sal iilD . iiOlZiftrJi IjS-IJIISG Xll b»
lllv woH - '?oIj3 elxiJ evl^ J£>6j xiiU
fioii 'tioAd ?snoi^£,n eeoiil jilanati Ji
-n&C H98W.JBCJ anoijfilai ''cijuxiex'i'i 8*100
ad^bJT 88 3 InL' eiiJ X)nfi Koiienv.
. oiioq wdn 8if;l^ wotlx i)btlsJ*^Q’i evad
ebijDxiI J 39 V* ©:(^ Ic aJbxielai doiri'-. .£!
?e8l£i)£ ©ri;t jiiix iaoa^ eriJ no
?Dj>‘>‘icr ow o£> sI>ooa bi S a;touX)o*iq JadW
^ 9lrfqri/jq aiifillA naliSjbnfiG 9t:'I J’lWDnoG . i*X
i;X.f.xxx5 ;. ‘ici ilood’iBdY oxiJ in© *'eibfc-'iT” no
a’ai)rira'.C' iio noilfiiimolnx 'lo'i 5^91 lol
.g*xj3>j^ 9ilJ 'lo'l aneiq 88-8'^'^
'tXoa eJ 9'i9x-iqE imeri ai^jesw ©dct n^O .£X
1
sufficient? Give reasons for your
answer, (B2; 521 chart; B3; 331-332)




B1 Oasner, Mabel B. and Gabriel,
Ralph Henry, Exploring American
History , New York; Harcourt, Brace
Company, 1938
B2 Faulkner, Harold U,, Kepner, Tyler
and Pitkin, Victor E,, U,S.A., An
American History for Upper Grades ,
New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1945,
B3 Inman, Samuel Guy and Castaneda,
C.E,, A History of Latin America
for Schools , New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1944,
B4 Brown, George W,, Building the
Canadian Nation , Toronto: J,M,
Dent and Sons (Canada) Limited,
1942,
Supplementary Texts
SI Wirth, Fremont P, and Thompson,
Waddy, A History of American

Progress. Boston: I).G. Heath and
Company, 19 o8.
32 Casner, Mabel B. and Gabriel,
Ralph Henry, The History of Ameri -
can Democracy . New York: Harcourt,
Brace Company, 1942.
35 Canadian Affairs Pamphlet Volume
number 4
.
34 Grant, George, Canada - An Intro -
duction to a Nation . Toronto: Ca-
naaian Institute of international
Affairs, 1945.
35 Carpenter, Frances, Our South Ai-ieri -
can Neiglribors . Boston: American
Book Company, 1942.
Optional related activities .--
1. Oral reports.
a. Tell to the class the story of Henry
Ford ana his '*new** ideas of iiass pro-
duction and the assembly line. If pos-
sible, visit the Ford plant in Somer-
ville, or any plant wnich would give
you first hand hnowleage of these iaeas
.
b. In a report to tiie class show how en-
gineers from Lhe United States have
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aided the Latin Americans in the de-
velopment of their natural resources.
Do not fail to recognize the fact that
sometimes unhappy relations have result-
ed from wrong attitudes but that this
isn't necessary if we are really anxious
to share our knowledge with these neigh-
bors,
c. Pretend that you have visited a sheep
ranch in Chile . iixplain how they shear
the sheep, grade the wool, and prepare
the meat for export,
d. Give an oral report on the gradual de-
velopment of friendly agreement between
Canada and the United States concerning
the fishing off the Grand Banks; or the
International Joint Commission on Water-
ways Problems.
®* Using the Canadian Affairs pamphlets on
the provinces as a source of information
make an oral report on one province show
ing its part in the economic development
of Canada and of the western hemisphere,
f. How would you like to be a consular re-
presentative of the United States? Find
-»£) srig rx2 a.uBCxioaM i:i*0a J&eJbi£
.2&o'iJo8c'x TieiiJ 'lo ^namqolov
^0X3*1 anJ eSiXi^oowT oJ Ixs'l Jen ou
-JlxrBQ‘1 e'ViOa anolJfilfci'x xqqBrUix; aeKiiJamoE
E xxlJ j .=kig ' J'i/C) eoLijJiJJs ^noiw ala'll Jdq
^^JO iXiw e-is 8VS li J’iiai
usoiiJ :ij iw a.i^iioxwonji 'xuo a'larie oJ
. 3 IOC
”?r
qesiis £ Sajialv eveii x/ovi xin-^
'iBeiiE 5fo;l ni£lqx>L . ellxiQ ai rioii£*x
8'isqe'ic i5 ii£ ,Io.o;v on.; ciig'13 ,qe&rle sxij
.J'loqxs xol j£3ra oiiJ
-Qh sfiJ no J'loqs'i Ib'io ns eviO
xiaowJed Jnejiaei^B •ilo.idi'il lo Jiiexoqolev
^nln'iaoaoo eeJsJci deJinU d;iB BbsnBo
8£iJ *'10 : 3>ixie& XjubiO ©nJ 1 :o ^nlxiexl ©xlJ
“’i9J£i. no nolEsiriixaoO JnxoL IsnoW-oniaJ nl
. aaieldoi'i a\,£W
no .,3J©IxlqmBq aiXBllA aBiOsns.. exiJ saieU
noxJBiii'xolnx lo ©oijjos £ 2 £ aeonlvoiq c>iiJ
won'e oonivoaq ©nt. uo J'loq©*! Is to n£ eXem
Jnomqol©vajb oliiionoos s:iJ nx. Jisq adx ^nl
, 8’xonqs XGi0ii n teJeaw ©xiJ lo i):iJS
“01
-iBlnaiioo £ 0d oJ eoiil I?Ino« i-woH
nr.*"! ?2oJsJ3 ^oJiiu © ij lo ©vj. inJasaaTo
/
out what your duties would be. Perhaps
you could take a particular country and
be the representative there. Report to
the class some of your activities in
that country and why they might differ
from those in another country.
2. Written reports.
a. Compare the modern methods of mining
used by a United States copper mining
company in Chile and those ancient
methods still used by a Peruvian or.
Bolivian silver mining company. Il-
lustrations would help to make the com-
parison more interesting.
b. On a map of the western hemisphere chart
the forest products from Canada, United
States, Central America and Brazil and
tell of their economic importance,
c. Pretend that you are spending a month
on a banana plantation in Central America.
d. Write a comparison of life on a cattle
ranch in western Canada and on one in
Uruguay
.
e. Write a letter to a Canadian boy or girl
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Cl). Make a booklet on some parti-
cular pnase of the economic
development of one of the
countries of the western hemi-
sphere. Pictures, newspaper
or magazine articles as well
as slriort reports might be in-
cluaed in the booklet.
(2)
. Find about ten pictures, maga-
zine or newspaper articles and
show how they indicate that
we are dependent on Latin Ame-
rica and Canada for some of




. Choose a country in Latin
America, then watch the news-
papers or magazines for arti-
cles concerning the affairs
of that country that would
affect our country. Put these
articles in a booklet and be-
ec
vfb.. 'to i'HQUDiM t-nj iuccfs
. biiula'r.vj
3^9l^OO.-i .1
-ij'isq ©i^oe no Jai^iood e o>i«3 .. .(I)
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side each article tell briefly
how you think that this is go-
ing to affect the United States,
Later you may find that some-
one else is thinking about the
same problem and has published
his idea. If so put that arti-
cle or a brief report of it on
the opposite page.
i)rawing.
a. Make a poster advertising a product from
any Latin Aiuerican country.
b. Make a poster which invites the public
to visit Canada’s prairie provinces with
the idea of settling tnat region,
c. Enlarge the chart found in B2 page 3b0,
Explain briefly to the class wnat it
means to the Americas.
d. Make a booklet of drawings representing
different regions in Canada or the United
States, Write a captivating caption
under each,
e. A committee of three enlarge a map of
North Aiiierica and Central America.
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a. Make a diorama of any of the different
types of mining. Indicate the layers
of rock found in the mines, the machi-
nery used in obtaining the ore and
other important facts necessary to
give a clear picture.
b. Make a diorama of an oil field with
the derricks for the wells made of
balsa wood or a similar material.
The layers of sand, rock and other
material should be clearly indicated.
c. Show how desert lands have been re-
claimed through irrigation.
c. Make a aiorama of a coffee fazenda,
cattle or sheep estancia or ranch.
5. Models
a. Make a model of a Panama Canal lock
using clay, wood or any suitable ma-
terial. In presenting the model to
the class explain the working olf the
locks while telling of the value of
the lock.
b. Marne a model showing how the rubber
jiitiJ'ioqnii ieoiL
8Br f/if’iGL
eaJ lo “i: B.;us-i4i^ -c
&ii- 5Jooii)iXl '.^nirUia 'lo so'qMi
-irlofiin eri^ ,£6nim scii nx 6ni,ol ^iooT Ic
.(
I)ii£ o-io o.ii ai Boau
oj \'iBe830»r. s^obI oaeJ'ioqxLX lOiiio
.s^JJ^ciq 'ifisio B bvi^
n^i.Y Jbiail lio ns lo BiiB'i.cij b .d
lo 6LB:3 8il9V.' 9i.il 'lol E JlC i 'll OD BXil
»
. lBX'Xf)4Bi,i 1;iXiC.ia £ iO BOOW £3l£Q'
•lori^o Jbns iloo'i ,Bn£3 lo‘ z't&xBl sriT
. acf JclJo :i£ iBi'i&i Bin
-9*x nsed evBfi ai>nBl Jiseef; woxi woxlti .0
. noiiBgx'i'ix xigjjciiil x)©xiiI*"Uo
,£X>n&S£l 691100 B lo BX/USnilB & O'ABif. .0
.rlcnB*! *10 BxoiiJsJa© qoexle *10 el^lsc
el8i)o:..
Jiool XBXIBC 6iIU3Xl£'^ B lo I9B0X1: £ ©MBM .£
-Biu o.uCijsJxxje xnx3 'lo i3oow ,’4bIc s^iau
ol la-bo. . 91:5 iinjiJxio89T^ nl .lex i?;?
©rij lo iiiil'Hiov axil njteiqx© aaxjlo axil
lo ©x;l£v ©jiJ lo ©lixlw e^ooi
.^i'OOl 9fll
'xedciix'i Siil woxl ^ciivioiia ieioxn £ sjiBlI .d
gatherer makes latex ready for ship-
ment •
c. Dress a doll in fiesta costume of one
of the Latin A.^erican countries,
d. Make models of machinery used on farms
or in industry. Ail models are to be
presented to the group,
6, Debates
a. Plan a debate. Organize your teams and
find sources of the infomation needed
for the following; Resolved: That the
United States should allow South Ameri-
can raw materials and products to enter
the country duty free,
b. Arrange a debate. Resolved; That the
Mexican government was right in taking
the oil wells from American companies,
7, Radio programs
a, A committee of five prepare a radio
program in which representatives of
the v/heat farmers from the various
wheat-producing countries in the
western hemisphere discuss their pro-
blems and successes. Some of their
problems might be: surplus of product,
-cfxiit 'iol xLu&'i Aejfii 8e^:>i£ri ‘i&'tsr^Jevi
.
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destructive pests, tariffs, markets
for their products and transportation,
b. A committee of five prepare a radio
drama which tells of the life on a
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DIRECTIONS ; To the left of each group, write the letter
of the one item that DOSS NOT belong to the group,
Exaiiiple :
(a) 1 . a. hat b. dog c. ]dorse d. cat
C ) 1. a, wheat b. corn c
.
rubber d. Boston
( ) 2. a. Canada b. Peru c • Ecuador d. Brazil
( ) 3. a. cattle b. leather c canned beef d. coffee
( ) 4. a. Ottawa b. Alberta c Saskatchewan
d. Mani toba
( ) 5. a. copper b. nitrate c gold d. silver
( ) 6. a. oranges b. apples c chicfele d. grapes
( ) 7. a. petroleum b. maiiogany c
,
quebracho d. hardwood
( ) 8. a, cattle b. cinchona c • sheep d. llama
( ) 9. a. cacao b. coffee c nut seed d. vanadium
:
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Matching Test
DIHSCTI0K3 ; Place the letter of trie item in column 2
before the item in column 1 which best corresponds
with that item as one of the most important exports
of that country.
Exaraple ;
(b) 1. Colombia a. nitrate
b, coffee
c. beef
( ) 1. Canada
( ) 2. Brazil
( ) 3. Central Auierica
( ) 4. Venezuela
( ) 5. Argentina
( ) 6. Mexico
( ) 7. United otates
( ) 8. Chile
( ) 9. Peru
( ) 10. Bolivia
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DIRSCTIGI'IS : Study each statement below. If a statement
is True, unaeriine True ; if it is False, unaeriine




The United States exports steel rails. True Faise
1.




2. C-overnment scientists do all of the
agricultural research in this country.
3. United States industry uses South
American copper because it is better
than that mine a in their own country.
4. The factories of Canada use soft coal
to generate their electrical power.
b. The United States exports machinery
to South imierica and imports raw
materials
.
6. The factories of North America aepend
on the rat-lroads to bring raw materi-
als to them.
7. The United States government has set
up experimental stations in Central
Ameiica for the growing of spices and
other tropical products.
8. The purpose of the 'Land Grant'*
colleges was to gu.ve a well rounded
education to thej.r students.
9. Brazil produces a high grade steel









10 A quick ripening wheat is desirable for
Canada because they have a short season. True False
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11. Because the Latin Americans are
developing industries the United
States will lose their trade. True False
12. The countries of the western
hemisphere are self-sufficient
because they have ail the re-
sources they need. True False
13. Canada leads the world in wheat
production. True False
14,
Canada carries on more trade with
the United States than with any
other country. True False
15. The United States government helps
the growers of other countries by
sending experts to help tnem de-
velop their products. True False
16. Many mines in South Aiuerica are
inaccessible except by airplane
or pack animal. True False
17. The United States government helps
her farmers by giving them recently
discovered information through the
publication of monthly bulletins. True False
18,
The South American nations do not
have the problem of a surplus as
the United States and Canada do. True False
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Keys to objective tests on unit:
Coherent Groups Matching Test True-False Test
1. c 1. g 1. True
2, a 2. e 2. False
3. d 3. j 3. False
4. a 4» a 4. False
5. b 5. n 5. True
6 . c 6 . b 6 . True
7. a 7. k 7. True
8. b 8. c 8. Fal se
9. c 9. 1 9. False

















UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC
"SOCIAL REFORIvlS IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE"
The Unit >~~ Among the nations of the western hemi-
sphere social reforms have taken rapid, strides in the
last fifty years. Different nations have been leaders
in the development of these cultural trends and in the
solving of these social problems.
Delimitation of the Unit .--
1. In the early years of the democracies of the
western hemisphere the education of the children
was under private tutelage or as in Latin
America and Canada directly under the supervision
of the church.
2. In the United States, Horace Mann, a leader in
the fight for free public schools, was respon-
sible for the openiii.g of the nation's first
normal school for the training of teachers, as
well as the accomplishing of other educational
reforms
.
3. In the United States high schools have gradu-
ally broadened their courses of study until
today such courses as agriculture, mechanics.
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and secretarial training are as popular as mathe-
matics, languages and history.
4. There are sixty nine "land grant" colleges in
the United States*
5. Junior Colleges, many of which are publicly
supported, are firmly established in the United
CD ta t e s *
6. Among the educational accomplishments of the
United States we find the establishment of
libraries and museums.
7. One of the recent developments is what is called
adult education which as one part of its program
trains new citizens, and gives other citizens
the opportunity of more study in various fields.
8. In Latin ijnerica, education was under the juris-
diction of the ciiurch,
9. As democracy moved forward free elementary
education spread, until today in nearly all
countries free elementary schooling is compul-
sory according to law.
10. Uomingo Faustino Sarniiento, an admirer of Horace
Mann, was among the first in Latin America to
see the necessities of free public education.
11. As President of Argentina, Sarmiento invited a
group of Korth American teachers to establish
it
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norual schools and kindergartens there*
12. In Mexico, the famous Constitution of 1S17
took from the church its control of education
and also established social reforms.
13. Private schools were compelled to submit to
government supervision or close their doors,
for the government wished the entire respon-
sibility of educating the cjaildren of Mexico.
14. The most outstanding development was for the
improvement of rural education in Mexico.
15. Experimental schools were opened in central
communities and surrounding towns and villages
were invited to send teachers for special
training,
16. Education in Latin Aiaerica has progressed since
V/orld War I, with more schools coming under go-
vernment control; curricula enlarged and adjust-
ed to social conditions; the importance of kinder-
garten recognized and advancement in rural edu-
cation.
17. Library and museum service continue to grow,
18. Adult education is slowly, developing to great
importance, and radio service for teacher train-
ing in rural districts is making seme headway,
19. The people of Brazil are reading more than ever
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in their history because of the enormous number
of books tx'iat are being published more cheaply.
These books are of a serious nature.
20. Public Libraries in some Latin American countries
are adopting the methods of circulation so popu-
lar in the United States.
21. Canada’s early education was under the sponsor-
ship of the church, and today some parts of
Canada continue this practice*
22. Today the schools of Canada are gradually be-
coming tax-supported and under the close super-
vision of the provincial government.
23. In western Canada schools are tax- supported en-
tirely and higher education is concentrated in
one state university.
24. Museums and libraries are found in the cities
and large towns as in the United States.
25. In social reforms some parts of Latin America
are far ahead of the nations in North America.
26. Brazil believes in absorbing all the peoples
within her borders from the Negro to the
Japanese
.
27. In the early 1800 ' s, Brazil realizing the evils
of slavery began to free different classes of
slaves
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28 . In the United States the Negroes were not freed
until we had 'become involved in a bloody conflict.
29. In Brazil there is a continual striving to keep
race prejudice and segregation out of the coun-
try, while in many parts of the United States
the Negro is segregated and his living condi-
tions and education are just slowly improving.
30. In Mexico, the new social movement emphasizes
tolerance for the Indian.
31. Everyone is urged to become interested in the
Indian, his art, his folklore, while schools
are organized to train him to meet conditions
of today,
32. In Latin America, Negroes and ail other racial
groups have been granted social equality to a
much greater extent tlian in the United States.
33. In the United States, the new government policy
with regard to the Indian is to preserve the
tribe and reservation by encouraging the Indians
to adopt constitutions and set up self-govern-
ment ,
34. Funds are granted by the government to promote
education and for economic improvement.
35. In the United States other great reforms have
come about through the efforts of private

citizens as Jane Addams
,
while in Latin America
they have come about through social legislation.
36. Only since 1932 has the United States government
had projects for clearing up the slums and pro-
viding comfortable living quarters at low prices.
37. The nations of the western hemisphere are con-
tinuing to carry on many social reforms.
Indirect Learning Products . --
1. A greater appreciation of the educational oppor-
tunities in the United States.
2. An understanding of the difficultis s encounter-
ed in systems of education that are not tax-
supported.
3. An understanding of the educational advaiices
in Latin America, some of which are directly
due to the study of our system.
4. A realization that Latin America is far ahead
of the United States and Canada in its social
legislation.
5. A knowledge and appreciation of the social pro-
gress of the nations of the western hemisphere
and their influence upon each other.
6. The development of skill in the use of different
kinds of pamphlets.
. The development of skill in analyzing situations7
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• CttOdaMB mo lo
jOBOiiB xx.'x 8X’ >3oi'ioniA nxXcu dead acixAxiXBon A
Xniooa ajx ax oOjsx:bo tan aedsdb n^'diaU Ghd 'to
-o'lq Xexooa ©ad 'io nox JExoe-iqqB vas e^oaXi oni *S
oieriqaxneii anodaov tiild to aao^dca e^.d Ic aae^a-
j . leodo ,iio9© fioqn ©oneaX'^al -ixeiid najo
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and interpreting them in the light of the know-
ledge acquired,
8. The development of neatness and accuracy in the
taking of notes and in preparing information for
use before a group.




Counts, George S., The Social Foundations of Educa -
tion . New York; Charles Scribner’s Sons, ia34.
Holt, Rockham, George Washington Carver . New York;
Loubleday, Doran and Company, 1945.
Canada
Burt, Alfred LeRoy, A Short History of Canada for
Americans . Minneapolis; University of Minnesota
Press, 1944,
Latin America
Duggan, Stephen, Latin America . Boston; V/orld Peace
Foundation, 1936
Mackay, John A., That Other Auerica . Boston; Friend-
ship Press, 1935
Tentative Time Allotment .— Three weeks of four
periods a week with thirty minutes of the period allotted
to the study of the unit.
Period 1 Introduction to unit and materials
to be used in the study of the unit.
Periods 2-5 Laboratory periods
Periods 6-7 Discussion periods
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Periods 8-9 Laooratory periods
Periods 10-11 Discussion periods
Period 12 Mastery tests
The Unit Assignment
A. Introduction:
When the pupils arrive in the classroom
they will find several different textbooks on
their desks. Some are old, some are new, and
others are textbooks published in other nations
of the western hemisphere.
The discussion snouid begin in a manner
similar to this;
**0n our desks we find many different kinds
of textbooks. Some of these are probably texts
that were used by your parents, while others
might be older. Then some of us find that we
have some very new texts, in fact some that
have been published this very year. Others will
find textbooks written in a different language
and as we examine them we find that they were
published in another country,
**We are going to pretend that we are going
to examine these texts with the idea of buying
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"First, let us look at the appearance of the
book. Is the cover attractive? Will it wear
well? What other questions might you ask about
it?
•^low let us look inside. Is it a book in which
we can easily find the information which we might
seek? Where would we look for this? In the index,
Does your book nave an index? Is the Table of Con-
tents clear? What about the pictures, maps, charts
and other illustrations? Are they listed? Let
us look at these, are they easily understood? Of
course, those of us who have the books printed in
a foreign language cannot judge books by these
standards, but we can look at the paper to see
whether or not it will stand the use of many hands.
We can look at the print. Is it too fine, are the
lines too close together, does it rub because the
ink is unsatisfactory?
"What are your conclusions with regard to these
texts?
•You, no doubt, prefer the modern United States
texts. Yes, I believe tnat we all prefer them for
they are far more attractive, more easily read,
have more illustrations, and seem far in advance
of the other texts. That is quite typical of edu-
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cation in the United States. We have always
been in advance of the natxons of the western
hemisphere whose books we have been examining.
•*We have not, however, always been in the
front line of all kinds of reforms. Often we
have lagged and only through sheer necessity
have we advanced as iiave some of the other
nations
•
'*In our study of this unit we are going to
learn of these reforms which we call social
reforms because they directly affect the peo-
ple of these nations.
"While we are studying this unit we should
think about the following questions."
1. Should the United States pattern its
social legislation on tha^ of the ad-
vanced nations in Latin America?
2. Why does Canada still have a problem in
the field of education? How could this
have been avoided and what can be done
about it?
3. Keep in mind our race problem and try
to think of satisfactory and logical
ways in which we can help to eliminate
this problem.
svBa 9 '. jboJ-iiU od^ ni noj.JBO
ai;)J(?9w sd^ ic. eno-^^toji 9ild 'io &ohcv5b ni noocf
anxaltnB^s a&ad t)V&i ev/ a^looc aeodw a^ietki Inwii
Oiij nx libod (itiVOU'Oi.
,
Jorx evad eu'*’
9w nsJlv. . '^ sani^i Ha lo eail Jno-i'i
Y^Xad 3 C«ii leoxia rljjiJC'irtJ flno X)na ©vmi
•isdj^a 9dJ lo 9/U03 iv&i 2B JbsoaevXa ow fevar;
* 8110 icJan
aw Jxnu sxdJ ‘ic Yxix;Xt ‘lOo al”
iBiCoe 'xiBo aw rlolxUv ain'xols'i e-ssit^^'to xi'IboX
-ooq aXX ^06X16 YXXod'iXfi ^Si^Boecl fynict&'i
.adO-Jsn asedX lo dXw.
LXxJoria ow Xinxi axdJ. ^nXvajjJa oia ©w alirlY^’”
anoxia oxip r^nivoilo'i am JXJodi? ;dixrU
eJx da;JxALJ aril XXxionX *X
-X)B ad^ lo XcxlJ nc aox^aXe i^^^oX Xjexcoe
nl^Su. ni anox;i£n JbacnBV
dx moXdo'iq fl ovBxi Xlide jsj&bhbO auolt
'z^*: -S
aiiij £>X-poo v/on ?nox.^BOx/f)D lo Mail odd
onoi) 9 c; iiec ixi.lw Lxua i)oi)loVB aoedf evBri
S
?ii Jsjoc^
\‘i: x>fiJ8 soldo 'iq aosT 'tucl Jbaxm ni qasd .£








4* Continually compare the background for
advance in education in the United States,
Latin America and Canada. Kow would we
have the problems that arose in the other
nations 5
5. What have been the contributions of
Indians, Negroes and white people in the
advancement of education and other social
reforms on the American continents?
6. Why should the people of the nations in
the western hemisphere study each other's
history and culture?
"In the study of this unit you have guide
questions and activities to aid you in obtain-
ing information. Take careful notes on this
material and keep them in your notebook. Cre-
dit for a neat, well-arranged book will be in-
cluded in that given you for the work on the
unit .
"
B. For individual study and investigation.
—
1. What was the early attitude toward edu-
cation in the nations of the western
hemisphere? When were free schools es-
tablished in the United States? What
were the contributions of Horace Mann
to'i ;jnjuo‘*i3:i0^-c eaJ (/nsotnoi. yilULnlJ ao^
,
80JB3t. JbejinU nr.cf ni aoi;t£OiiLd ui eoxtsvjbB
ovr S)Xsjo7i viQ" .jsriiasC Ijn^ ;iO* iai-tA niieJ
'idjiJc Gd^ Hi 02OZC iBTi^ 8ta3Xd'->iq &rfX svBrl
.enoxitsn
Ig anoiJudx'iXaoo axi^'^noed svsxl Jjsri* .d
»
6f;j III oiqcQq t'lliiw DnB 20O’i^&a ,3H£-:£;nI
Ijfciooa 'lealo ^xi£ noiJPOijX)e lo inooiuonfivfijs
? s lilt III rnoo xiBcl'isiT-'. ax'l no aic'iols'i
ui eaoiJBu 3riJ lo cXcosq aiiJ Xiaoiie \;^r .d
fc'ianSo r-OBO \lbsjtz Q'l&i'iqaltv.sd n'lslae?; aiil
- ? 0 ’iijlluc» bnfj ^lolBlii
3J51jj^ x.v£ii oo'G IxnJJ axxil-lo \;X)ixcJe srfl nl”
-iiji.3do nx oog X>iB ol i>.ei jxviJ OB dnn anoilaoup
gldl no c&loxi Xif'i6*xB0 ©MsT .noxljBnnolhx ^rix
’*
\
-QiZ' .ilood.t j ./i- nl iroxll^ q'^ejl dfus Xex'ieacn
-ui Gd iixw ii'OOd J.&V/ 2 'iO'l 3 IX)
8ii3-no M'low Qfij -lol sjc\ nevxs Isiil ni XobjjIo
^.linu
--.aoxXBslleavai X'ns y,X)xi3£ iBojpivxbnx •xo'? , i:
-BBt r'isuo^ eJbnlillu ’{Xib© t>rl3 sew iBxXV.
n'xoleew eal lo Liioj.3esi &d3 nx noxlBo
eloonos ua*ii ©tow ns/iVi ?axoriy8iiudfi
. V'
VadjBJv:- ceJiiiU 5i:d ax i»»x'i3xXd«l
iiasM ooBxoh 'i'j anoxlxcfl'xlaoo ©al C'low
in the growth of free education? V/hat
place did the academy hold? Where was
the first high school established and how
have these high schools progressed in
the last thirty years? V/hat opportuni-
ties have been provided for the training
of teachers in the United States? What
are junior colleges? How is a university
different from a college? What do we
mean by adult education? (Bl: 443-447;
B2 159, 162-163; 345-348; B4 : 230-233;
SI: 551-553; S2 ; 237-238)
2. What important changes have occurred in
elementary and secondary education in
Latin Ameriyti? What was President
Sarmiento’s educational policy? How
did the United States influence it?
(B3: 72; 228-229)
3. In what important educational measures
was Uruguay a pioneer? How do you ac-
count for the high degree of literacy
in Chile? What are the outstanding
characteristics in Brazil’s system of
education that makes its growth so
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matter* being presented to the people of
Brazil? (B5: 220; S4 : Uruguay, 10;
Chile, 20; Brazil, 27-30)
4, V/hy is Article 3 in the Mexican Consti-
tution of 1917 so important? What is
the significance of the Mexican Educa-
tional Mission? Why is it considered one
of the greatest contributions to the deve-
lopment of education in Mexico? (B3;
16b-168)
5, How does Venezuela train its teachers in
isolated communities? sVhat do we have
in the United States that is similar?
In what ways is the Venezuelan Ministry
of Education reaching its other teachers
and aiding them in their tasks? (B4:
Venezuela, 15)
6. Compare early education in Canada with
that of Latin Ai-uerica and the United
States. What is Canada’s great educa-
tional problem? Compare the universities
of western Canada with those of eastern
Canada. Which method seems more satis-
factory? (S3: 143-145; 194-195)
7. Contrast the method of abolishing sla-
1o oi bQ<iiie..Q'iq ^nxed loJJBm
;0^ ^Mexj^uiU ;-XS: Vliafi'ii
(Gd-:2 ;Gi ,&firiO
-f-jsnc 9.iJ fi* c, aluxJ'iA ai \rf
/
si ^Edlr V d’nt.J coqiiii ^191 ‘io aoi^i/2
'
.O -
nscI::oM lo ;jc».ieoilIrr^ xa £v.iJ
eno xi3idXXonoci ii ax ?aox£ai. i- laaoxi
-8V9I) 9iiJ CJ snjI^xidi'iJ:’O0 Ja&.TSox^ a.iiJ lo
:d£; ?oolx<i..i ax noiJaOL'lie "io di’.->CiqoI
- ( dt X - i d X
ni a'lpiloBdJ a^l nxBxJ si^us^jnsV eaoj woH
9VJU . aw oa iBiiW ?sou iiianu.100 be^Bloax
7x61X0X3 :'ii iBriX SOwBic XvJliiU 3x3 HX
YijaxflXi''^ nBlDiJsenoV eri3 al e\&'fi 3Biiw nl
S'iaiio633 e3x ^axxiOft3x ao-JBoxsx 'io




nJiw BleaBL ax aox^ec-ulw \.X'XBe a*xxqiioC
jaJInU Biix f>:iB box a or. A. ax36X 'lo Jbu3
/
-£o;;l)s 3661^ x'B£>6ra30 al 3Bd»I .'^olxXS
EB x3 iaa'- viiiu o-i3 aaBCjiioO ' 7wol4io'sc 1bxoX3
' \
(
ii'io3 8Be Io 83oau rfXIw BiisafiC nie^aow 'to
-axJ*6r. 61 Ull 30003 i>g;iJ 0.i'. aold'S .BBBr.BC
Sv
.Ci.'l-.‘9X :J;a}
-file i^ai'iSliods lo roxile/' eaX xsBiXnoO
82
very in Brazil with that in the United
States. What people in Mexico have
been virtual slaves? How has the go-
vernment attempted to solve this pro-
blem? What percentage of all the peo-
ple of Mexico engaged in agriculture is
still landless? (B3; 52, 166; S4
;
Mexico, 7, chart)
8. V/hat two racial groups in the United
States are receiving more careful atten-
tion? What changes in policy did our
government make in its dealings with
the Indians? Why did the Negro become
a share-cropper? What obstacle s has he
met in industry? In trying to secure
decent housing? How has he improved
his situation? (Bl: 542-544; B2:202,
383-384; 31: 430-431)
9. Why might Jane Addams be called a pio-
neer? Describe three of her activities
to prove that she could be called a
pioneer. What reforms have been es-
tablished for the benefit of the youth
of the country? (Bl: 633-634; B2; 349-
356)
Jb^^^ir.U HI iBrii ni ivi lise-ici nJt -i^t>v
tiVBri oDixel[ 111 elqoeQ ^:5ii¥i' .^a^s^c
“OS 9fiJ sfifi woH Taevsla Isi/t^xv .tbed
“Oiq aixid’ avioa oJ ^uonn’iav
“Oaq oxi^ life lo essJaaoTLaq ^Bfl'ili' ?raalcf
ax d'iijJljJiJX'XSfl xiescjxio ooxxo.. elq
h -
iddl :tia) ?aseXdn£x iJ.xas
(jlBi'.O ,V jCCXXOfa
jDs^lnli art*} iij. a^uois ov;i iBcin
' V
IjjIs'IBO etom gxixwxeos's s'i£
tjjo hlh \oiioq 111 Jerfa ?aoxX
egaxXBsJb ' ni. ©:iBffl Jnamn'iavds
a.*3oced ois®'-’ \yiV. Yc.*iBXi3ri^ eriJ
9ii QBxi SBiosXado 5 0*1*. Y'laqqo'ic.-d'iBiie s
oiuose oJ snjtx'id’ nl
jbevo'iqail arl 2Ba v/oH ?sax<ix;oi:i' (Jnaoaij
,S02:^a : laj 'ixox^5iJ^i2 cS^i
(ie>-Ot:^ :Ic ;i'B2-c.eS
-oxq .£ osilBO aJ ?.:asi;X>/*. aasL J ri^-. Xiii \n
V
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6 isXiJS^ 3<j x»Ix/oG a:io e vo'iii oJ
“Ofj iioad 9vati aaxo^a'i jflfi’ .xaaiioiq
3
'
XlJUOY axiX Iq 3x'i9i-Ud ad3 'tol X'8xlalXdB3
-Pj^c, :S‘ ; rid-diid ;ia) Y'4uax;oa &riX 'lo
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10. study the charts on social legislation
in Uruguay, Ohile and Brazil. Compare
these and shov/ how far in advance of
the United States is Latin America in
its social legislation. (B2: 251-353,
383, 545; 31: 527, 541; S2 : 430, 445;
S4; Chile, 19; Uruguay, 8; Brazil, 26)
11. Make a chart of the outstanaing reforms
in the western hemisphere similar to the
charts in 33,
12. According to the British North American
Act who is responsible foi' the education
of the children of Canada? .Vhat are the
exceptions? Bo we have the same excep-
tion in the United states? V/hat have
been the recent trends in the field of
education? How do these compare with the
United States and Latin Aiierica? How is
specialized training provided? (S4: 212-
216)
13. Explain the Canadian Library Council,
How do they care for the isolated commu-
nities? Bo we nave similar arrangements
in the United States? How do the Cana-
dians provide outlying residential dis-
iBiooe ao ai ifiiio ed) mou^: .
•isioioO , JUna eXiiiw
,
nx
10 3I;.i2VX)ie AX 16l! ’A Oil wOJib ^l.Z 3 2 Hi 13
nl -/ci':eu!A cil3&u. el sbXeJc: LeJiiiJ 3i:3
,S<i(S--l-.- :Sc) Itjxooa 2Xi
,
0oi^ :SE ;xl‘0 : IL ; ,£6C
(as ,IX;^AXc ;3 j\.6 JJ3Atu ;t;I ,aixdC
gciio'Xe'i V IJ 1. 3'i.fjxio B axcM
0iiX o3 ixJlixua or[aflu2lin9;i A'la.f^sTi ©ti^ nX
;
. £2 fll 3 ^'icrio
neol'ienj. ilJxoW rtaiix’XS anj ^uxl>*ioo'‘,
ao^^saAX)0 iu‘i eldienovj^^S"! £l od^ Sc A
OiiS sifi XaAV' ?sibj0AAC iO xiaxijiirio eu3 '.fo
-qaoz^) cm/S2 saJ svari &% ou. ? 2noiXqeo;x©
cvzd Ssu'ii ?usj,x4J<^ xftjinJ 9ii3 ax nci^
V. aIoxI eil5 (111 8l)n'j'iX X^ooe-i fenJ aaacf
QXiJ d3xv; a’xfeqcioo caaii'x oB woH ?aoiJBou£)©
\
Bi V/6H ?Bo its: /•. niJe.^ aas a&SLJ'd B&SlnV
/
-SXS :»-i;) .?i>aiMvoxq jssllelcsqa
(oIS
,Ii.cxiiJoO ruei-ASABC ©riJ nxBlqx'
-Auuuoc ijeJsloEX »ni '•lol aiso V.011X oa '/fcl
<)
sXnt'neynjX'i;^ 'lyl.faiu avB^i sw Ou. Voyxctxa
-xabL aii5 oi) •^oIi ?c©;^ 33B i>e^XiiU ©.iJ fii
)
-eiJb Xal JA9ixiiO'i oBivouq antiJb
tricts? ilxpiain ohe branch liorary of
the United States. (S4: 217; incycio-
pedia-Titie, Libraries)
14. row does unemployiiiexit insurance function
in Janada? How is :Lt cared for in the
Un:^ted States? CS4: 156; 32: 545)
15. Chart the similarities and dissimilari-
ties in the old age pensions of the
United States, ianada ana Chile. (32:
54a — 540 ; o5 : Cl^-ile ; S4 : loO )
Texts for pupil use in the unit assign-
ment .
3asic texts
31 Casner, Mabel B. and Gabi'iel, .,alph
Henry, axplor^-ng American History .
New York: Harcourt, Brace Company,
1958.
32 Faulkner, Haroid U., Kepner, Tyler
and Pitkin, Victor E., U.S.A., An
^lerican history for Upper Grades .
New Yorx;: Harper and Brothers Pu-
blishers, 1945.
35 Inman, Samuel Guy and Castaneda, C.E.,
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New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944.
B4 Brown, George ?/., Building the Gana -
dian Nation . Toronto: J*M, Dent and
Sons (Canada) Limited, 1942.
Supplementary texts
SI '.yirth, Fremont P. end Thompson, Waddy
A History of American Progress . Boston
D. C. Heath Company, 1938.
32 Gasner, Mabel B. and Gabriel, Ralph
Henry, The History of American Demo -
cracy . New York; Karcourt, Brace and
Company, 1942.
S3 Pa.nphlets published by the Coordinator
of Inter-Anieri can Affairs, Washington,
D. C. The name of the country indi-
cates particular pamphlet.
34 Canada 1945. The Official Handbook
of Present Conditions and Recent
Progress
. Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, Department of Trade and
Commerce, 1945.
Optional related ac tivitie
s
1. Oral reports.
a. TeQl of Sarmiento’s continuous efforts
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of Chile and Argentina. For information
see the Bulletin of the Pan-Aiuer lean
Union for September, 1944.
b. Using any Bulletin of the Pari -Ameri can
Union as a source of inforiiiation, tell
the stories of the women of .-.merica as
given in these articles.
c. Give a report on the education in any
of the nations as given in the Nation
series of the Pan-American Union.
d. Tell the story of the Seeing-Bye dogs.
Perhaps you nave seen them guiding their
masters. Phis will give your story more
life if you describe a dog and what it
did. Cr perhaps you know someone who
iias one. Interview that person and tell
the class of your experience.
e. Imagine that you lived at the time of
Hoi'ace l.Iann and tnat you were one of the
teachers chosen to go to Argentina and
aid in the establishing of a senool , there
.
Tell of your experiences.
f. Give a floor talk on '^Literacy is impor-
tant to a democracy**.
g. Use the Building America series as a
f. » J ..X '1C.' . X. . i ; 'I.-. Xiii jli.'lC.' *lo
I
X . ” X 1 3 '.o‘ 'i iiio nlXiJci 9C:,
* . . .i
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. 90n9x ita.xC' '.:>o
^
1o Sc3xo g.jo
'lo dU...o C- J J '/j.i J. ^ J 3iiJ OiiXjAJ;..x
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an 3 Blix- '^. V.J oJ fl*-*c X bi 4. X' X- ^
-.[j xO'-- . iO s x, Ic- nJ:
« i'l* ext- i;jo^ 'i .: ix&'j
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source of imf or-iia t ion for a floor talk
on Housing, riealth, Recreation, Educa-
tion or Libraries. If you wish to use
the delineascope
,
the talk may be in
the form of an illustrated lecture.
h. Visit a museum. Upon your return tell
the class about the museum; the name;
what is housed there; the exhibit that
you lixed best; and how you think that
museums can be helpful to boys and girls
in school.
i. A committee of three visit your public
liurary. Interview the liorarian. Be
prepared with a list of CLuestions you
wish her to answer. Take careful notes
so tiiat you can organize a talk to oe given
to the class upon your return.
2, Written reports.
a. Write a letter to a boy or girl in western
Canada telling them about your school
and its activities.
b. Imagine that you were at the meeting be-
tween Sarmiento and Horace Mann, and
write a dramatization of that meeting,
for source material use the article on
TiooX't a lo'l aclJ u^-i. *o to i^^*^^’***
- oL!i)c.
,
[iv-J ao'xcav ,:iJXse , ^iiieijoii r.o .
:?3U CJ ilaiw ijov 11 . \. fei'i:;<’iuxa ’’ic noiJi
ni 00 >»l£J Oii^ t iXloU 9 . 1J
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Sarmiento in the bulletin of the Pan-
Aiiierican Union for Septemoer, 1944, and
on Horace Mann in the booklet published
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
department of Haucation for the Horace
Mann Centennial, or the pamplet published
by the National Education Association.
c. Write a newspaper editorial on ^’Brazil
Cares for her People’*. In it discuss in
true editorial style the social laws of
Brazil as found in the pamphlet 34 Brazil.
d. Write a discussion of any other social
advancement such as "Education for the
Blind; the Beaf", "Public Health", in
any of the countries of the western hemi-
sphere
.
e. Pretend tnat you are a libraiian of one
of the mobile libraries used in the moun-
tains in our southern states. Write a
diary telling of some of your experiences.
f. Booklets.
(1). Make a booklet to show conditions
in one of the Latin American coun-
tries or Canada. It should include;
a. Stories of how the people live.
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b. Their types and methods of work,
c. Their attempts to better the
living conditions and the work-
ing conditions of their people.
(2). Prepare a booklet of biographies
on some of the outstanding leaders
in educational and social reforms.
Among the leaders are:
a. Frances i/illard





a. Make a frieze of four or five pictures
showing the development of education in
Canada, the United states or any Latin
American country.
b. Make two drawings comparing a slum tene-
ment and a modern housing project.
c. Prepare a poster to show the importance
of eaucation. It might be in the form of
a ’*Do you Know’* poster on which there are
questions and answers concerning education
d. Prepare a similar poster on social reforms
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4. Diarainas.
a. Make a diorama showing an old-fashioned
school-room with its benches, teacher’s
platform and other equipment. In pre-
senting it to the class make a brief com-
parison between this and a modern school-
room,
b. Make a diorama of a playground with its
swings, sand box, baseball aiamond and
other equipment used on a modern play-
ground. In presenting to the group, tell
of the value of a playground in a crowded
city or in your own city.
c. Build a diorama which pictures an Indian
reservation. In presenting to the class
tell of some of the customs of this parti-
cular tribe.
5. Maps.
a. Make a map of your city showing the loca-
tion of schools, playgrounds, athletic
fields libraries and parks. Would you
suggest any improvements?
b. On a map of the United States locate some
of the national parks. Present to the
class and tell how these lands happened
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to be taken by the government and set aside
as national parks,
6, Radio.
a. Prepare a radio skit on the life of one
of the following:
(1)
. Booker T. Washington
(2)





b. Prepare a dramatization on the way Mexico
is preparing her young teachers to go
among the small towns and villages as
leaders in educational and social reform.
You might present two young people and
their experiences at school or in a
vixlage
.
c. Prepare a radio tal4c on *’The importance
of freedom of the press’*.
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DIBliJGTIONS ; Study each statement below. If a statement
is True, underline True ; if it is False, underline
False, DO NOT GUESS,
1, Argentina adopted some of the edu-
cational methods used in the United
a ta t e s
,
2, The United States and Brazil have
dealt with the race problem in a
similar manner.





4. The use of school facilities for
classes of grown-ups is called
adult education,
5. Education in Venezuela has pro-
gressed rapidly in tne last ten
years
.
6. In the United States all of the
children of all of the people have
a better chance for an education
than in any other country,
7. Canada has few social proolerns.
8. In spite of educational reforms
in Mexico rural education was
affected very little.
9. The Mexican Constitution of 1917









10. The United States government takes
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11, In the I'exican Constitution of 1917
education was taken from the church
and private agencies and declared
a duty of the state. True
12, In Venezuela teachers in isolated
places are trained by radio. True
13, In Uruguay the state pays the
tuition, laboratory and other
fees of the students who attend
colleges and the university. True
14, A very small percentage of
Chileans can read and write. True
15, The people of the United States
have alv/ays been willing to
establish tax-supported schools. True
16, The federal government of Jrazil
is gradually controlling education
in that country. True
17, harly education in Canada was
under the influence of the state. True
18, The United States leads in reforms
in social legislation. True
19, Sducation in parts of Canada nas
always been a problem because of
church sponsorship. True
20.
There is a conflict of ideas
concerning what is the proper
treatment of the mdians in
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DIRECTIONS ; Place a check after that phrase which you























3. In western Canada the system of
higher education is
a. different from tiiat of
eastern Canada
b. like that of eastern Canada
G. like that of .Quebec
d. similar to that of England
4. Horace Mann's greatest success was
a. the establishing of the first
high school
b. tne publishing of the first
teachers magazine
c. the opening of the first
public normal school
d. the found-ng of a university
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5. The early schools in Latin America





6. Social insurance was first started in




7. Brazil was the first country in the
western hemisphere to
a. establish a university
b. publish free textbooks
c. abolish slavery
d. tax the citizens for the
support of the schools
8. Recent United States government
dealings with the Indians promotes
a. breaking up of the tribes
b, settling on farmlands by the
individual Indian families
c. the development of private
business
d, tribal ownership of land and
adoptions of constitutions
9. Brazilians are increasing the circu-
lation of their reading matter through
a. the schools
b. the distribution of free
literature
c. the publication of less
expensive literature
d. the churches
10. President Sarmiento invited North
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11 • Social security is a system which
provides
a. medical attention to families
b. hospitalization for individuals
and families
c. unemployment compensation
d. a pension for the people of
retirement age
IE, The first high school in the United
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DIRE0TI0K3; Place the letter of the item in column 2




(b) 1. Lewis and Clark a. members of the
president's cabinet
b. explorers
( ) 1. Jane Addams
( ) 2. President Cbregon
( ) 2. Booker T. Washington
C ) 4. President Vargas
( ) 5. Thomas McCulloch
( ) 6. Domingo Sarmiento
( ) 7, Horace Mann
( ) 8, Dr. George Washington
Carver
( ) 9 , Henry Barnard
C ) 10. Dom Pedro II
a. agricultural scientist
b. revision of educational
system in Argentina
c. editor of educational
journals
d. abolished slavery in
Brazil






j. founder of the first
high school
k. educational reforms in
Brazil
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Keys to objective tests on unit;
True-False Test Multiple Choice Matching
1. True 1. b 1. m.
2. False 2. b 2. h
3. True 3. a 3. f
4. True 4. c 4. k
5. False 5. b 5. 1
6. True 6 . d 6. b
7. False 7. c 7. e
8. False 8. d 8. a
9. False 9. c 9. c
10. False 10. a 10. d
11. True 11. d
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UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC
'’INTER-AIdERI CAN COOPERATION '*
The Unit .-- Hemispheric international relations
have improved through the gradual emergence of the
Pan American system of cooperation.
Delimitation of the Unit .--
1. A system of cooperation was suggested by Simon
/
Bolivar who called the first meeting of the
nations of the western hemisphere.
2. The movement was enthusiastically encouraged
by Latin Americans.
3. Henry Clay urged recognition of the Latin
American countries because he believed there
should be inter-American cooperation.
4. The policy stated in the Monroe Doctrine led
the nations to believe in our friendly coopera-
tion in the development of the Latin American
nations
.
5. The United States doctrine of **manifest destiny’*
made them suspicious of us.
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because the i^atin ALierican nations could not
agree and the United States, v/hich could have
aided in the settling of difficult problems,
failed to attend the conferences.
7. The inter-American system was faced with the
problems of "Yankee imperialism" and "dollar
diplomacy"
.
8. Elihu Root made the first profound impression
on the Latin American nations since Henry Clay
and James G. Blaine ,
9. The most remarkable change in the relations
of the United States and ^atin iimerica has
taken place since 19S2.
10. Canada has been more interested in her relation
ship to England than to the nations of the west
ern hemisphere.
11. Canada finds that she can no longer sit outside
the conference table of Pan America.
12. The four North American Secretaries of State
who have urged Pan Americanism are Henry Clay,
James G. Blaine, Elihu Root and Cordell Hull.
13. Pan American Union is the name of the organi-
zation of twenty one American republics that
has promoted friendly relationships among the
nations of the western hemisphere.
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,
social, cultural and economic
relationships have been fostered by tiie Pan
American Union.
15. The defense of the Americas against the Axis






1. An appreciation of the attempts on the part of
the Latin American nations to foster neighborly
cooperation in the western hemisphere.
2. A realization of the failure of the United
States to do its part in promoting this neigh-
borliness .
3. An appreciation of the renewed efforts of the
United States to establish a good neighbor
policy.
4. The development of cooperation within a group
through the building of a pageant to be pro-
duced in an assembly.
5. The development of the sXill of gathering and
organizing information.
List of Materials and Headings for Teacher's Use
Only .
—
Gonzales, Manuel p., and others, The Civilization
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Sanchez, L.A., ana others, Latin American Viewpoints
,
New York; American academy of oocial and Politi-
cal Science, 1942
Tentative Time Allotment .-- Six and one half weeks
of four periods a week with forty five minutes of the
period allotted to the study of the unit.
Period 1 Introduction
Periods 2-5 Laooratory periods
Periods 6-7 jiscussion periods
Periods 8-9 Laboratory periods
Periods 10-11 discussion periods
Period 12 Discussion period for pageant.
Organization of sub-committees
for the gathering o.f information.
Perioas 13-16 ijaboratory periods for finding
information for pageant.
Period 17 Discussion period in which the
sub- commit tees present informa-
tion and a theme is chosen.
PerioQS 18-20 Laboratory periods in which sub-
committees decide upon information
that coincides with theme.
Committee meets and writes out-
line of pageant.
Period ;^l Discussion period in which pageant
is presented to class for accept-
ance .
Period :22 Discussion perioa in which sub-
committees are chosen for pro-
duction of pageant.
Periods 23-25 Rehearsals for pageant.
Assembly period for pageant not one of the re-
gular study periods.
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Period 26 Discussion period for discussion
of unit and pageant. The chair-
man of pageant taking charge.





On the table at the front of the room have
a set of flags of the Pan American nations,
and on the narrov/ bulletin board above the
blackboards at the front of the room, place
the pictures of the seals of these nations.
The discussion should center around these
flags and seals, and the reasons why the boys
and girls should recognize them.
'•7/herever we see these flags together they
should be to us a symbol of cooperation and
constant striving toward neighborliness in
the western hemisphere.
'*The majority of nations whose flags we
see here were at one tinie the colonies of
Spain, and since their independence they have
desired to create friendly relations and co-
operation among the nations of the v/e stern
hemisphere. Their great leader Simon Bolivar
went further than friendly relations, he hoped
for and believed in international government.
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.
p'iOiiqciiae i aaeJaew exJ
8W a^ali. eao:iw anoi^aa lo sni”
lo asiaoloo eiicf a.tij eno jb easw aaSi' eaa
ever: ‘^e.iJ eonaJbaeqeeai ile.'ii eoiild Lua .n^boZ
-CO ilas ,enox- 6 i 0 i \.Iaxisial sj .*io oJ ae-iieeZ)
ti&Jsev ddT "io 3.icxJ^£a s.iJ ^jiioirx; nolJri'Jco
iBv'ilo-: abmj-'- ’'.©IjbjX -liehT . oaeriqaiiusxi
Linton Oil .aaoi^Bisx iclbanxi't a&ixJ aouJiul int*/r
. cTatiaa'iavo^ ijeno^ j saxop.^i ai hovelled bus lo'i:
**For the first fifty years aftei* their
independence these nations constantly worked
for the development of an inter-American move-
y
ment and led the v/ay while the United States
and Canada v/ere too busy to support such a
movement
,
"However, later the United States did sup-
port it.
The discussions centered around such ques-
tions as: (1) V/hat is the international res-
ponsibility of a nation? (2) <Yhat are the
responsibilities of the United States toward
the other nations in the western hemisphere?
(3) \lhy must the United States guard against
too active participation in any such organi-
zation? (4) lYhat would be its responsibilities
in an inter-American organization?
Ask the class if any have been to Vfashington,
D. C.. If so permit them to tell of the Pan
American building and while they tell of it,
project on the screen a picture of it. If not
the teacher can tell something about it by
describing it in this manner:
"Like all organizations the Pan American
movement has a home. It is located in
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Project on the screen a picture of the
building. Use the delineascope for this pur-
pose .
**This home has many visitors, for here we
find almost any information ?;hich we wish on
the Pan American nations.
Describe the interior of the building, the
conference room, the library, the Hall of the
Americas and the patio.
Project the colored picture of the patio on
the screen.
'‘Inside this beautiful building is the patio
where one can see plants, shrubs, and birds
from the Pan American countries. It is a bit
of Latin iijnerica in our capital city.
"As we study the Pan American movement we
become proud of the progress made by these
countries and we watch with interest the af-
fairs of the nations whose history, culture
and economic development are so closely related
to our own.
"As in our other units our notebooks will
have the notes and information on the unit.
We will receive credit for this notebook, be-
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'^,aXL II jjd SjfilJuaod alni oJbiaoi*'
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ji': / Jl . «si'i.T riWco nf.oi'xBcii^ n*'l er:..
, 't»txO XB.Jiq/>0 'tno nl BOi'16 -u-. *io
aw 3.'.t't*:£>'/om n::ol'i3x>x n^H if.iJ vjjiiJfc ov; aX'’
e<icJy' \d ebBUi aaa%^..oiq sxii 'ic Xuoxq sniooed
-lx. eriJ 430‘iodiii dJiw uw LntL aeii^iiaob
e‘£ii;jiuo ,v.iodeiii oio.-W stiotJxix'i odj 'lo a'lisl
dooiilo'x \Iw20io 03 (,b'XB ^nerxqol .'V 3J0 oiaionccro baa
. : ¥0 ixJc Ow
Xlxvr a^iccdi'^on 'fjjo eJ iflxj 'lorUG 'xno ni eA^'
\ I
, »ilnjj ciiJ no noli Bid'iQ^rtx /m« ae^an avjjri
-60 jXiooooJoa aiiio xox Jiiaxu avltoox XXxv; e
cause anything worth doing is worth doing well
and should receive credit due a satisfactory
piece of work.'*
j.uestions to think about while studying the unit .--
1. How might we improve inter-American under-
standing?
2. Should the United States eliminate all
tariff and other restrictions on imports
from the other Americas?
3. Why isn’t the Pan American Union a stronger
permanent body?
4. Consider the advances in inter-American
unity and understanding.
5. How would Canada benefit by becoming a mem-
ber of the Pan American Union?
B. For individual study and investigation. --
1. V/hat were Bolivar's ideas on hemispheric
cooperation? How did President Monroe*
policy agree with Bolivar’s? How did
Henry Olay’s ideas coincide with those
of Bolivar and Monroe? (B2: 485; B3:
293, 296)
. Who called the first /imerican Congress
in 1826? ’What was achieved? Why was
2
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eaei^noO n£0i‘i8i,>. sril nellBO oflVi .S
anv? liHj ;n©voirl©B eBw 3t,riyi ?626I ni
2not the United States represented?
(32: 297)
. What events iiave caused the countries of
Latin America to distrust the United
States and have hampered the growth of
Pan Americanism? (32; 285-286; 32:297,
201; SI: 218-219)
4. V/hat were the main purposes of the other
American congresses and why didn't the
United States attend them? \/hat were
their chief problems? (B3: 298-299)
5. V/ho called the first Pan Ainerican con-
ference and why did he' call it? Did he
succeed? What was the result of this
conference? (B2: 485; B3: 299-301)
6. Explain Theodore Roosevelt's interpre-
tation of the Monroe Doctrine. What
did Roosevelt, Mahan and Lodge hope to
achieve? How did this hinder Pan Ameri-
canism? (B2: 484; B2 : 201-302)
7. What position in the government did
Elihu Root hold? What was his contribu-
tion to Pan Americanism? V/hy do we con-
sider Clay, Blaine, and Root as early
leaders in good neighborliness? (B3:303)
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8. Contrast the stand taken by Secretary
of State Hughes on intervention at the
conference held in 1928 with that of
Secretary of State Hull in 1933, V/hat
caused the change in policy? In what
ways had great advances been made in
inter-American unity, and how had under-
standing been achieved at the conference
held in Montevideo? (B2: 487-489; B3;
304-308; SI; 243)
9. Wiiat did the meeting at Rio de Janeiro
in 1942 achieve? (B3: 314-317)
10. What are the functions of the Pan Ameri-
can Union? How does a conference work?
What are some of the weaknesses of the
Pan American Union? Some of its strong
points? Jo you think that the United
Nations can strengthen the Pan American
Union? (B3: 318-320)
11. Why hasn*t Canada been a member of the
Pan American Union? In what ways did
Canada begin to show that she is gain-
ing control over her foreign affairs?
What steps has she taken that indicate
her willingness to bear some responsi-
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bilities as a member of organizations
that promote cooperation, good will and
peace? (S2: 105-110, 115-119; S3: 19-20)
12. How have the Latin American nations and
the United States promoted cultural re-
lationships? kVhat are some of the pro-
blems involved in exchange of students?
How has our State Department and the
Office of Co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs promoted cultural relationships?
Do you consider it wise of our government
to have disbanded this office and incor-
porated it in one of the other offices of
the State Department? iihat are your
reasons for your answer? What other
means do we have of promoting cultural
exchange? (.B3: 338-347)
13. How have travel and education promoted
friendly relations between Canada and
the United States? *vhy might it be easier
for Canada and the United States to work
together cooperatively than for North
and South America? How have they car-
ried on cultural exchange? (s4: 55)
15. How did all of the nations of the western
-o Tfccfina.i n
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hemisphere respond to the challenge of
the World War II? (B2: 546-558; B3: 309-
314; B4; 460-471)
Texts for pupil use in the unit assignment .
Basic texts
B2 Faulkner, Harold U., Kepner, Tyler
and Pitkin, Victor E., U»S»A., An
A:nerican History for Upper Grades .
Kew York: Harper and Brothers Publi-
shers, 1945.
B3 Inman, Samuel Guy, and Castaneda, G.E.,
A History of Latin AiLsrica for Schools .
New York; The Macmillan Company, 1944.
51 Dorf, Philip, Visualized American His -
tory . New York: Oxford Book Company,
1945.
52 Brown George W., Canadian Democracy in
Action . Toronto: J.M. jent and Sons
(Canaaa) Limited, 1945.
53 Grant, George, Canada - An Introduction
to a Nation . Toronto: Canadian Insti-
tute of International Affairs, 1946.
54 Marcham, Frederick George, Canada Member
of the British Commonwealth and Good
Neighbor of the United States
!O’
Optional related activ ities
1. Oral reports,
a. Make a radio address from the Pan Aiuer^can
Conference held in Rio de Janiero in 1906,
Describe tne attitude of the delegates when
Rlihu Root made his address. Discuss the
imaginary comments of the various delegates
regarding the address.
b. Pretend that you are an exchange student
from Argentina attending college in Califor-
nia. Describe your impressions of the college
and students. Tell how you happened to go
to California.
c. Plan a panel dxscussion on ‘’Imperialism of
the United States'*. You are conducting this
discussion therefore you must keep it moving.
Pauses in the discussion make it uninterest-
ing. Have questions ready and comments in
mind. You need to have ail of the information
that you can possibly find on the subject.
d. If possible interview a Latin American ex-
change student. Report to the class on the
interview giving such information as:
(1) Description of student \^ 2 ) Native country
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returning home. (,4) Impressions of this
country. (5) What pupils of an eighth grade
can do to foster Pan Auierican relations.
11^
2. Written reports.
a. A comiaittee of three or five prepare a Pan
American Bulletin containing articles on the
countries in the Union, some of their leaders,
folk stories and other interesting items.
b. Prepare an ”Infon:ia t ion Please'* program of
ten minutes. Choose your memoers, prepare
your questions and present the program to
the class.
c. Write a letter to a South American boy or
girl. Tell of your city, school, the games
you play and other interesting facts.
d. Prepare a speech to be given before the
Canadian Parliament urging membership' in
the Pan American Union. Tell how Canada
will benefit and how the other nations will
also benefit by Canada's becoming a member.
3. Drawings.
Make an enlargement of the patio in the Pan
American building in Washington. Use the
photograph in the Bulletin of the Pan Ameri-
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of it. In presenting the picture give a
few facts about the patio and the building.
b. Make a portrait of any of the outstanding
leaders of Pan Americanism. In presenting
the picture tell why you chose this parti-
cular leader.
c. Jjraw a frieze depicting events in the growth
of Pan iunericanism.
4. Models.
a. Make models similar to those pictured in the
January 1944 Bulletin of the Pan American
Union. Use soap, modeling wax or clay. The
models may be of life in any of the Pan Ameri-
can nations,
b. Carve a soap model of the Pan American
building in Washington G..
c. Make a bust of Simon Bolivar, Use soap
modeling wax or clay,
5, Debate,
a. Conduct a debate on the question: Resolved:
That Canada would benefit greatly by becoming
a member of the Pan Aierican Union.
Choose your teams and aid them in finding
information. Present the group to the class
when they debate the question.
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a. The entire class will work together on the
writing and production of a pageant on Pan
Americanism.
1. A chairman should first be chosen. A
committee to help this chairman should
be composed of the chairmen of sub-com-
mittees whose task it will be to gather
information for the writing of the pa-
geant.
2. Sub-committees should be chosen by the
class and chairman. These should nave a
chairman who will be on the main coiiimit-
tee that works directly with the head
chairman
.
3. Sub-committees that would be needed would
include :
a. Historical committee.
To learn of the events in the building
of the Pan American Union.
b. Biographical committee.
To obtain facts on the lives of people
interested in Pan Amerxcanism,
c. Music committee.
To obtain songs of the .jnerican nations
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Suggestions for other c Ouimi 1 1 e e s should
come from the class.
4. These coinmittees will gather their infor-
mation and present it to the entire group.
5. After presentation of information the
theme of the pageant should he discussed
and the most satisfactory theme accepted
by the group.
6. The sub-committees then decide upon the
facts and events that are related to the
theme. These should be presented to the
class, tnen taken by the chairman to a
meeting of the committee for the writing
of the pageant. This group organizes ma-
terial in pageant form and presents script
to class.
7. After the script is in form for presenta-
tion the class should decide upon the pro-
duction.
8. A decision should be made as to the com-
mittees necessary and the cast of charac-
ters picked.
9. Suggested committees:
(1). Coach and assistant with two prompters.
(,2). Costumes
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Others suggested by class.
Meeting of chairmen of each co.ijnittee with
the coach ana assistants for instructions
and suggestions.
Each committee begins to work.
i.1). Oostume conimittee maKes drawings of
costumes before making them.
{ 2 ), Property committee makes list of
properties to be used, and otners
present their material to the coach
and assistants.
Meetings called by coach for consultation.
Rehearsals for cast. The final rehearsals
to be dress rehearsals.
14. Presentation to school
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DIRECTIONS ; Study each statement below. If a statement
is True, underline True ; if it is False, underline
False. DO NOT GUESS.
1. Germany and Russia have influenced
policies in Latin Amerxca.
2. The idea of ''manifest destiny" was
strongly urged by Abraham Lincoln.
3. inter-Americanism and Pan-American-
ism have the same meaning.
4. Simon Bolivar called the fxrst
inter-Amer xcan congress.
6.
Theodore Roosevelt carried out
Monroe's policy for the Latin
American countries.
6. Cordell ..uli reversed the united
States policy on trade.
7. Latin American countries have
always been convinced of the need
of cooperation.
8. The Ivionroe Doctrine has been inter-
preted in various ways by our many
statesmen
.
9. Canada has become a member of the
Pan-American Union,
10. Manuel Ugarte, an Argentinian,














Affairs in Europe influenced the
policies of the American nations. True False
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12. Canada sent a representative to
the Montevideo Conference.
13. Tue governments of the A-uerican
nations nave put the Pan American
Union on a permanent basis.
14 . The United States v/as prominent
at the first inter-American
congress
.
15. Early in the growth of inter-
Americanism a system of coopera-
tive protection was developed by
the nations.
16. The United States continues to
promote intervention as a part
of its policy.
17. President Monroe’s policy was
welcomed in Latin America.
18. Often the policy of the Monroe
Doctrine was a protection to
the Latin American countries.
19. During the war the Pan American
nations worked more cooperatively
than before.
20. The policy of intervention on the
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JIRECTIONS ; To the left of each group, write trie letter









C ) 1. a Henry Cabot Lodge b. Alfred Mahan
c Theodore Roosevelt d. Calvin loolidge
( ) 2. a. good neighbor b. Charles Evans Hughes
c high tariff d. intervention
C ) 3. a Pan Americanism b. Fascism
c neighborliness d. international coopera-
tion
( ) 4. a Montevideo Conference b. Secretary Hughes
c Cordell Hull d. Article Six
( ) 5. a. George V/ashington b. James Monroe
c Woodrow Wilson d. Franklin Roosevelt
c ) 6. a John D, Rockefeller b. Simon Bolivar
c Pan American Building d. Washington, D. C.
c ) 7. a United Nations b. Rio de Janie ro
G
. Atlantic Charter d. Franklin Roosevelt
( ) 8. a Henry Clay b. James G. Blaine
c Theodore Roosevelt d. Cordell Hull
( ) 9. a. James G. Blaine b. promotion of political
peace
c build a Panama Canal d. improved commercial
relations
( ) 10. a self-protection b. prevention of war
c • mutual improvement d. aggression
I€
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( ) 11 . a. Pan American Union
c. Court of Justice
b. economic cooperation
d . cultural exchange
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Matching Test
DIRECTIONS: Place the letter of the item in column 2




(c) 1. George Washington a. Secretary of State
b. Ambassador to Chile
c. President of the
United States
( ) 1 .
(.) 2 .
( ) 3.
( ) 4 .
: ) 5 .
( ) 6 .
( ) 7 .















b. colonization not welccme
c. Panama
d. exchange students
e. recognition of Latin
American nations
f. dollar diplomacy





k. Rio de Janeiro
l. an organization for
cooperation
m. good neighbor policy
n. John D. Rockefeller
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Keys to objective tests on unit:
True-False Test Coherent Groups Matching Test
1. True 1. d 1. h
2, False 2. a 2. m
3. True 3. b 3. 6
4. True 4. b 4. f
5. False 5. a 5. B
6. True 6. b 6. b
7. True 7. a 7. 1
8. True 8. c 8. c
9. False 9. c 9. d
10. False 10. d 10. n
11. True 11. c
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Beard, Charles A., A Gnarter for the Social Sciences
in the Schools* Boston: Ci^rles Scribner's Sons,
1934.
This book deals with objectives. It
stresses American ideas and social realities.
This is a volume on the Report of the Com-
mission on the Social Stuaies.
Beard, Charles A., The Nature of the Social Studies .
Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1934.
This report fills in the gaps left in
the other reports of the Commission on the
Social Studies. This is a background for the
study of objectives in the social sciences.
Billett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching. Boston: nourjiton, llifflin Company.
1940'.
Gives current thought and practice in
the various fields of study in the secondary
school and the development of the unit or-
ganization as well as specimen units in vari-
ous fields. Invaluable in the developing of
the units.
Bining, Arthur C. and Bining, David H., Teaching the
Social Studies in the Secondary Schools. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company Incorporated. 1936.
Very useful, especially on visual aids
and testing.
Greene, Ph.D., Harry A., Jorgensen, Ph.D., Albert K.,
and Gerberich, Ph.D., J. Raymond, Measurement
and Hvaluation in the Secondary School , .^ew York:
Longmans, Green and Company. 1944.
Very helpful in the making of objective
tests •
Jol|nson, Henry, Teaching of History in Elementary and
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